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Preface 

This Final Report(2pr.1?82 to Mar.31/83) is the third 

in a series stemming from observations on VHF and UHF pro-

pagation over long salt-water paths in the Sable Island-

Halifax-Canso Straits area, conducted by Saint Mary's Uni-

versity under a research contract with Communications Re-

search Centre,(D.O.C.). The report represents a summary -of  

the various preliminary reports generated during the course 

of this contract, along with some recently obtained results. 

For the purposes of this final report, some of the prelimi-

nary reports(copies of which appear in the Appendices) have 

been modified and/or corrected; hence, the preliminary re-

ports, as contained in this Final Report, supersede the 

original versions. 

The purpose of this investigation has been to obtain 

VHF and UHF propagatiOn data for the construction of models 

of VEF and UHF propagation phenomena ovex- ).ong over-sea 

paths. These models are required for the determination of 

interference and service ranges of Maritime and off-shOre 

VHF and UHF stations. 
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Summary of work performediduring•this:contract  

1. Preliminary observations of receiVed - signal strength as a 

functiOn of'transmitter antenna héiight at'432 MHz, 

(see -  Report Appendices 45 and 6).- 

2. Preliminary,analysis of VHF received signal for possible 

correlation with meteorological•surface data(see 

port Appendix #2), 

3. Preliminary 'statistical analysis of VHF signal strength 

for the Sable-to-Halifax pathcsee:Report Appeheij.c #1),: 

4. Modercalculations of.exPeCted:signal strenth'on both 

'paths: eablé-toHalifax, and'Sable-to-Seaview .(see 

Report Appendix #3 )'7. 

5. Co-authored a paper'with R.E. Granthamtof Maritime Tel .& Tel), 

which was presented'at an AGARD conferenCe(-See''Report,- 

Appendix #7). 

6. Repaired antennas and tower: CSMU#11 6n Sable 'Island, accidentally 

damaged:by a falling tower:nearby'. ' 

7. Relocated eiluipment, including  transmission:  lines, to the 'new' 

. transmitter building on:Sabiè'ISland.' ' 

8. Completé&the installation'of:all itemà-pertaining to the ' 

1296 MHz system'for- the:Sablé-toaalifax patri.ee' Repôrt 

Appendix #4). 

9. Installed - a second .2.3m reflector:and feed, including clock-driven 

coax-relay  and transmission line àn SMUtower:#2(SeeRe-

port Appendix #4). 

10.Installed a second UHF beacon(this on 431.900 MHz) and circularly 

polarized antenna ôn SMU tower.#1 on Sable Island(see Re.;. 
• `. 

port AppendiX #4). . 

11.: Installed a circularly polarized antenna for UHF(432MHz) and  

transmission line at Seaview. 

12.Modified the circularly polarized antenna on VËF(147.850 MHz) 

on Sable Island'to minimize possible perturbing effects from 

the metallic structural components of the tower.'S platform 

(see Report Appendix #4). 



Summary of work perfOrmed during this contract(cont'd) 

13.Installed two circularly polarized antennas(opposing sense) 

with clock-driven selector switbh, at Saint Mary's University 

(see Report Appendix, #4). . 

14.Modified the antenna system for 1296 MHz at Saint Mary's University 

to enable polarization analysis; the dipole in the transmitting 

antenna on Sable Island was slanted at 45 ° (see Report Appen- 

dix #4). 

15.Commenced 'automatic digitized monitoring of the 147.950 MHz sig-

nal at Saint Mary's University, using a CRC-supplied data logging 

system(as of March 6, 1983). 



Recommendations for  further study.  

1. Continue monitoring-on both VHF and UHF; where possible, use 

•  digital recording techniques to facilitate subsequent data 

analysis. 

2. Continue observations pertaining to polariza4ion effects. 

3. Continue with analysis of data already obtained in this work. 
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Chapter 1: VHF 1-1 

Section 1:  Signal statistics for VHF propagation from Sable to Seaview 

and Sable to Halifax, May, 1981. 

Introduction:  This is a preliminary quantitative analysis 6f data 

obtained from our observations, and represents only a small fraction 

of the availabledata. The month of May, 1981 was selected for this 

initial analysis because the propagation showed a wide range of 

behaviour, from periods of rapid and deep fading to periods of stable 

and enhanced signal levelstcf. Report Appendix el for a preliminary 
report). 

Procedure:  The available data is in the form of pen chart-recordings. 

Lines were drawn, corresponding to convenient Voltage levels, on the 

chart recordings, and then the time spent by the signal above each 

of these lines (thresholds) was obtained by a combination of hand-

integration and visual inspection. It is thought that the resulting 

statistics have an uncertainty not exceeding 2 or 3 db. 

Results:  The quantitative statistical results are given in tabulated 

form in Table 1-1. This data, for comparison purposes, was plotted 

on Rayleigh coordinates in Figure 1-1: Inspection of this graph indi-

cates that the observed data is noticeably non-Rayleigh in behaviour, 

exhibiting a much larger slope than the Rayleigh model. 

As expected, the received signal level at Seaview iS\larger 

than at Halifax(the distances being 190 and 300 km respectively), 

and the difference is approximately 8 db. This difference is thought 

to be in practical agreement with propagation curves for the North 

Sea area, as found in CCIR Recommendation  370-3 (for  example, their 

Figure 1). 

Our preliminary analysis of received signal strength at Seaview 

(190 km• from Sable) and at Halifax(300 km from Sable) in the 2-meter 

band- and the corresponding data from CCIR Recommendation 370-3 for 

the North Sea area(for 190 and 300 km) is plotted in Figure 1-2. 
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The CCIR data for h1 
 = 27.5 m was selected on the basis that this 

corresponds most closely to the parameters in our data. Although 

the CCIR data represents statistics for 50% of the locations sur-

veyed, as well as a number of other conditions, this data was 

plotted 'as is' for the sake of obtaining a preliminary look 

at possible correlations between our data and that in the Recom-

mendation mentioned above. It is also noted that the CCIR data does 

not Specify any dependence of its data on polarization. It is 

further noted that the North Sea data from CCIR was selected 

on the assumption that this most closely corresponds to climatic 

conditions in our region. 

Taking into account the various approximations.and assumptions 

mentioned above, inspection of the data in Figure 1-2 indicates 

that the signal levels at both Seaview and Halifax exceed the 

CCIR predictions by approximately 8 db in ...both the Sable-to-Hali-

fax and Sableto-gealnew...Paths for 'percent time ordinate ex-

ceeded' ranging from 1% to 50%. Given the estimated uncertainty 

in our data(several db)  and the CCIR allusion to somewhat higher 

signal levels at more southerly latitudes, it could be concluded 

that the CCIR Recommendation does, in fact, predict fairly well 

the signal levels observed by us in the Sable-Halifax-Seaview area 

 Moreover, the CCIR curves represent annual averages' wereas our data 

pertains to near-summer propagation conditions. If this is taken into 

account, then the agreement between the CCIR predictions in Recommen-

dation 370-3 :and our data is even more persuasive. 

(Note: This conclusion takes.into account the recently discovered 

systematic error associated with the Seaview data, as indi- 
. 

cated in Table 1-1). 
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Table 1-1 

Signal statistics for the Sable-to-Halifax and 'Sable-to-Seaview 

paths, as estimated from the chart  recordings,  for the levels 

indicated. Data for May, 1981. 

* Note: A systematic error of approximately 3db was found in the Seaview 

data at the time of writing. Specifically, the Seaview signal levels 

are too low by about 3db. 
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Figure 1 .-1  

Signal statistics for Halifax and SeaView on 147.950 and 

147.9.9-.5.1'Hz respectivelir hoth horizontally.polarized, for 

-May'r _1931; plotted: on the ustial : 'Rayleigh coordinates. 

A line rePresenting2ayleigh behaVioilr is included  for  
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Figure 1-21  Comparison of observed signal statistics with CCIR data. 
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Note: This graph takes into account the systematic error 

in the Seaview data as mentioned on page 1-3. ' 

Note:  The two solid lines, marked 190 km and 300 km, 

are derived from the CCIR Recommendation 370-3, using 

its Figures 1,2a,3a, and 4b, all of which pertain to 

propagation in the North Sea area. The curves corres- 

ponding to h
1
=37.5 m were used. No corrections were 

made in transferring data from the CCIR curves. 
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Section 2:  Search for correlation between propagation' and surface 

meteorological data. 

A preliminary attempt was made to examine the available VHF 

propagation data on: both the Sable-to-Seaview and the-Sable-to-

Halifax paths and to search.  for possible correlations with the 

available meteorological surface data(MSD). On the basis of con-

Venience, the months of May and June of 1981 were selected for 

this preliminary attempt; an aCcount of the analysis  of  the two 

sets of.data(propagation and MSD) is found in Report Appendix 02. 

The. data was analyzed for instances of coincidence between 

discontinuities in -propagation and discontinuities in MSD. In 

both cases, the identification of 'discontinuity' was at the 

discretion of the viewer. It is also noted at this point that ' 

this preliminary attempt to find correlations was based on the 

assumption that the propagation is essentially tropospheric 

and that consequently only the surface conditions would be re- . 

levant. 

In general, the attempt did not yield any noticeab.le number 

of coincidences between discontintuities in propagation and MSD. 

By way of explanation, it is presumed that the'available MSD does 

not generally :7represent the surface conditions along the two  

propagation paths. 
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Section 3:  Some model calculations of expected signal levels. 

Some preliminary calculations were made of expected signal 

levels -using two different models: 'free-space', and 'Bullington's 

modified free-space'. The details of the calculations are given in 

Report Appendix #3, and a summary of the results in given in Table 

1-2 belOw. These two models are not expected to agree with the 

observed signal levels, but are meant only to provide 'reference' 

quantities. However, it will be noticed that the Bullington model 

(representing an averaged value) does predict signal levelstwhich 

are not all that unrepresentative -of-the observed values. A closer 

comparison between the Bullingtnn model and the observed values 

is not possible at this tiMe due to a lack of calculated 'average 

values' for our data. Inspection of the received signal 

Table 1-2: Model calculations for the two VHF paths studied. 

-: 
Path description Model and predicted signal level(uV) 

(ant. effic. = 50%) free-space Bullington 
-, -- 

Sable to Seaview, 

147.995 MHz, 190 km, 
110 0.31 tx power =15 W, tx \ 

& rx ant. gains=9abd 

each. 

Sable to Halifax, 

147.950 MHz, 300 km, s 
62 0.043 tx power =15 W, tx 

& rx ant. gains=9dbd 

each 
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Section 4:  Polarization effects 

Preliminary obbervations have ben  made pertaining to possible 

differential attenuation between horizontal and vertical components of 

a wave propagating from Sable to Halifax. 

• Experimental details and results:  On Sable, there are presently three 

antennas relevant to this particular,study, as follows: a 'horizontally 

polarized antenna on 147.950 MHz; a circularly polarized antenna on 

147.850 MHz, and a linearly polarized antenna slanted at 45 (see Figure 

1-3 below) on 147.900 MHz. At Halifax (Saint Mary's University), there 

• is an 'analyzing' antenna, consisting of a linearly polarized antenna 

• capable of being rotated about its long axis(see Report Appendix *4 for 

further details). 

The procedure involves an examination of all three signals, thus 

providing for some 'control' variables in the experiment. In other words, 

the analyzing antenna should-see a horizontally polarized wave when look-

ing at 147.950 MHz,and an isotropically polarized wave when looking at 

147.850 MHz, if there is neither polarization rotation nor differential 

attenuation, etc. ' 

The antennas for 147.950 and 147.900MHz were appropriately 

prepared towards the end of December, 1982. Due to time constraints, only 

the radiation on 147.900(the slanted yagi) was examined on Sable at a 

point along the Sable-te Valifax path approximately 3 km west of the trans-

mitting antenna. Using a linearly polarized yagi, and visual estimation ' 

of angular position, it was concluded that the radiation was, indeed, 

slanted at 45
0 
 to the horizontal, with an uncertainty of no more than a 

few degrees.(Note: at the time of this test, the circularly polarized 

antenna was not suitably positioned). 

•The first observations at Halifax were not made until mid-Febru-

ary, primarily because signal levels were not sufficient for this type 

of observation. However, on the basis of several observations, it was 



Orientation of the yagi 
on Sable, looking from 
Halifax. 

Expected 'null' position if 
no differential attenuation 
and no rotation effects. 

Observed 'null' position at 
.Halifax. 

1-9 Chapter 1:VHF  

concluded that there was an 'apparent' rotation of the plane of 
o, 

polarization by some'20 in the 147.900 MHz signal. During each of 

these observations, there was no measureable rotation in the P olarization 
(hoy  ;2,0.1-4 

from the 147.950 MHz beacon. The radiation from the circularly pola-

rized antenna could hot be adequately examined due td relatively rap-

id fluctuations in the signal. These fluctuations did not unduly af-

fect observations on the two linearly polarized signals because the 

analyzing antenna was adjusted to the 'null' position(see Figure 1-3). 

Figure 1-3: .  Orientation of the linearlyjpolarized antenna on 147.900 
MHz relative to a viewer on the propagation path. 

Conclusion:  On the basis of the observations on Sable(Dec.1982) and 
Halifax(Feb.1983), and assuming that no changes occurred in the an-
tenna on Sable in the interim, it is concluded that the dbserved 
'apparent' roatation is associated with a differential attenuation 
of approximately 3 db, in favour of the horizontal component. 
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Section 1:  Received signal etrength as a .fiinction of 'transmitting 

antenna'héight, 

Some preliminary observations were made of the received signal 

strength as a function of the transmitting antenna height, on 431.950 

MHz, to test for possible diversity applications. The two transmit-

ting antennas were on the same tower, and alternately connected to the 

beacon by means of a clock-controlled coaxial switch system. Further 

details are found in Report Appendix #5  .and #6. The received signal 

was monitored at two locations: Saint Mary's University and the re-

sidence of Mr. Elmer Naugler, Halifax. 

For the period from june 7 to July 17, 1982, it was found that 

the signal from the higher antenna was dominant for approximately 

90% of the time, whereas the lower antenna was dominant for approxi-

mately 2% of the time; these estimates pertain to signals which did 

not show appreciable fading over a time interval of several 1minutes. 

When, however, the signal was relatively unstable, with fades occurring 

at fractional-minute rates, it was observed that the signal would al-

ternate between the two antennas, as indicated in Figure 1 of Report 

Appendix #6. This wmld suggest that diversity techniques would be 

beneficial. 

The observations in this particular experiment are considered 

to be too incomplete to enable any general conclusion, aside from 

saying that the higher antenna yields a stronger signal, most of the 

time. 
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Section 2: Model calculations for 431.950 MHz. . 

Some preliminary calculations were made of the expected signal 

levels using three different 'models': "free space"; "Bullington-

modified free space"; and an "equivalent distance" method(Sofaer 

and Stark). The details of the calculations are given in Report 

Appendix #3, and a summary of the results of the calculations is 

given belOw in Table 2-1. 

ObserVations on this freqùency have been made only on the 

Sable-to-Halifax path(300km nominalli and on the basis of these 

observations, it is thought that the Predictions using the 'equi-
, 

valent distance method for 10% threshold agree favarourably with 

our observations. However, this statement is meant to be quali-

tative only, awaiting quantitative analysis of our data. The signal 

levelà . .for 1% threshold appear to overestimate our observations, 

but again, our data awaits quantitative analysis. 

The signal levels derived from the Bullington-modified free 

space model appear to underestimate significantly the Observed 

median level; but a quantitative analysis of our data would need 

to be made. 
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"Signai Statistics for 147.950 MHz (horizontal polarization) 

propagation from Sable Island to Halifax, dnring May, 1981" 

(a preliminary report). 

Principal Investigator:  W. P. Lonc, VE1SMU, Saint Mary's University 

Date:  Nôvember 5, 1982 

Abstract:  

•A preliminary analysis of propagation data for the Sable Island 

to Halifax, path for the month of May, 1981, on 147.950 MHz indicates 

a definite non-Rayleigh relationship between the signal strength (in 

db. above 0.2 uV) and the percent time spent above the related signal 

strength. 

Introduction:  

A preliminary statistical analysis of propagation data, obtained 

in an earlier investigation, pertaining to the Sable Island to Halifax 

path on 147.950 MHz was made by a visual examination of the  chart 

recordings. Data was available for a total of 29 days for the month 

of May, 1981. Inspection of the chart recordings for this period 

indicates a variety of propagation features, ranging from rather low 

signal level accompanied by fast, deep, fading (eg. May 1), to periods 

of very high signal levels accompanied by very few, if any, fades (cg.  

late evening of May 9). 

Although it is quite likely that  the data  represents at least two, 

relatively well-defined, mechanisms (associated with the features 

mentioned above) operating during this month, and that the data should,. 

strictly speaking, take this supposition into account, there still 

remains the possibility that a simple analysis would also be of interest. 

Hence, the present analysis, in effect, presupposes that the data is 

sufficiently random and homogeneous to allow a simple averaging. 

Subsequent analysis of this data will attempt to take into account the 

non-homogeneous character of the data. 
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Procedure: 

Lines were drawn on the chart recordings, corresponding to signal 

levels at 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, and 3.0 uV, and the amount of time (per day) 

spent above each signal level was estimated by a visual examination 

of the chart recordings. This method evidently contains rather large 

uncertainties when deep and rapid fading is present. However, it is 

thought that the uncertainty does not exceed acceptable (say, 20%) 

levels for the purposes of a preliminary report. 

Results: 

The numerical values of the estimates for each day are shown in 

Table 1; the average of these values (averaged over 29 days) are given 

in Table 2; and the values expressed as percentages (out of 24 hours) 

are given in Table 3. 

The data from Table 3 is plotted on linear co-ordinates in Figure 1, 

and on Rayleigh-type co-ordinates in Figure 2. Inspection of Figure 2 

indicates that the observed propagation is clearly of a non-Rayleigh 

type in its overall behaviour. However, a more  detailed analysis of the 

data presumably couldbemade assuming that there is a Rayleigh component 

along with some other component (or components) not associated with 

Rayleigh type processes. 
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Table 1: Numerical values of estimated (in hours) time 

above a given threshold voltage for each day of May, 1981. 

No data for May 23 and 24. 

Date Above 0.2uV  Above 0.4uY  Above 1.0uV  Above 3.0uV 
1 7.0 2.0 0 0 
2 4.0 o o o 
3 10.0 6.25 o o 
4 14.0 9.0 0.2 0 
5 14. 0 11.5 o o 
6 14.2 11.8 0.1 0 
7 7. 0 3.5 o o 
8 8.5 0.2 0 0 

9 18.7 6. 0 1.5 o 
10 11.8 4.5 o o 
11 16.8 10.3 1.2 0 
12 18.5 14.6 1.4 0 

13 16.5 10.8 .7 o 
14 13.1 12.7 4.7 2.7 
15 21.3 19.8 5.7 1.4 
16 20.5 17.9 ,7.9 2.6 

17 12.4 1.1 0.01 o 
18 12.0 4.6 o o 
19 11.8 1.8 0 0 
20 12.6 7.8 0.01 0 

21 . 7.5 - 5.9 • 
22 8.1 5.1 - 3.1 
23 • • ---- 
24 . . 

25 10.4 9.4 0.08 
26 15.5 14.4 2.3 
27 17.8 15.5 0.2 
28 22.0 19.5 12.7 

29 21.1 18.9 4 • 4 0.8 30 15.2 9.8 1.9 0 0 2 31 15 0 6 10.1 0.8 0 
Totals: 397.90 264.75 50.1 12.3 
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57.1 

Aboyé 0.4 uV  

38.0 

Above 1.0 uV  Above 3.0 uV 

7.21 1.7 
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Table 2:  Average values(over 29 days) of the estimated 

time above a given threshold voltage for May, 1981. In hours. 

Above 0.2 uV bove 0.4 uV Above 1.0 uV  Above 3.0 uV  

13.7 . '913 1.73 .0.4 

Table 3:  Average values (over 29 days) of the estimated time above 

a given threshold voltage for May, 1981, expressed as percentage, 

per 24 hours. 

Table: 4:  Signal levels expressed in db above 0.2 uV. 

0.2 uV 0 db 

0.4 & 

1.0 14 

3.0 24 
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Percent time 
above level 

Figure 1:Signal statistics for propagation 

on 147.950 MHz, horizontally polarized, from 

Sable Island to Halifax, for May, 1981. The 

abscissa represents the percent,time that the 

signal was observed to be above the corres-

ponding level(in microvolts). 

AppendiX #1 (,) 
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Figure 2:  Signal statistics from Figure I 

plotted on the usual "Rayleigh" coordinates, 

with a line representing Rayleie behaviour 

included for comparison. 
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"An Initial Search for Possible Correlations between  

Propagation  Enhancement Events and Meteorological 

Surface Data" (a  preliminary Report) 

Principal Investigator:  W.P. Lonc, Saint Mary's Univ., VEISMU 

Report date:  August 2, 1982 

DSS File No. 
Serial No. 

Abstract:  Propagation enhancement events and available 
meteorological surface data pertaining to VHF links from 
Sable Island to Seaview and Sable Island to Halifax for 
May and June of 1981 were studied for indications of cor-
relation. On the basis of thispreliminary study, which 
consisted of a visual inspection of the data, the conclu-
sion was drawn that no significant correlation exists 
in our data. 

Introduction: As part of an ongoing study of VHF propa-
gation over a long sea path between Sable Island and 
mainland Nova Scotia, some of the accumulated data was 
inspected for indications of possible correlations be-
tween salient features in the propagation and correspond-
ingly salient features in the available meteorological 
surface data(MSD). 

For purposes of an initial study, it was decided to 
look at 'propagation enhancements as the salient pro-
pagation feature, and discontinuities in sea-level pres-
sure, relative humidity, cloud amount, cloud ceiling, 
and temperature, as the salient features in the MSD. It 
should be noted that the available MSD is obtained from 
sites(i.e. the Main Station on Sable Island, Eddy Point, 

and Sherwater) which, in fact, do not lie on the pro- 
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pagation path, and also that no upper atmosphere data 

is included in this study. Hence, the conclusions drawn 

in this Report are thought to be valid only for the con-

ditions stated--namely, only available  MSD is considered. 

It • is presumed that significant correlations would 
have been observed if the MSD had been available from 
sites on the path  of propagation. 

Experimental Details:  A detailed description of the equi-

pment may be found in our Final Report for 1981-2. Briefly, 

three frequencies were employed:142.605 MHz(M.T.&T. chan-

nel), 147.995 MHz, and 147.950 MHz, with vertical polarization 

on the first frequency, and horizontal on the remaining two. 

The first frequency was monitored at both Seaview 'and  An-

chat, the second at Seaview, and the third at Halifax. The 

locations of the beacons, receivers, and meteorolOgical 
sites are shown in Figures 1 to 4 . The monitors for the 

first frequency exhibit limiting in the monitored d.c. 
voltage, whereas the monitors for the remaining two exhi-

bit a non-limiting response. 

Results:  For purposes of reference, photocopies of the 
data for each day of May and June of 1981 are given- in 

Appendix A. The results of a visual inspection of this 
data are given in tabulated form an pages 3 to 9 in the 
Supplement to this Report. 

Table l(Pupplement p.3) lists all the propagation events 

which were construed to be of the 'enhanced' kind 9  and a 
detailed examination of each event is given in Appendix B. 

Table 2(Supplement p.7) lists the meteorological obser-
ving sites at which a discontinuity in one or more MSD 
parameters was observed to be in 'bime-coinCidence with a 
propagation discontinuity(of the 'enhanced` type) on the -- 
Sable to Halifax path. Table 3(Supplement p.8) gives simi-
lar information for the Sable to Seaview path. 
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In Table 4(Supplement p.9), column I lists the number 

of times that discontinuities in the MSD parameters were 

coincident with both  the onset and termination of a pro-
pagation enhancement on either path: called a 'possible' 

correlation in the.text.• Column II converts the data in 

column  I  into percentages(relative to 35 events in all). 

Column III lists the number of times that discontinuities 

in MSD parameters were coincident with either  the onset 

or the termination of a propagation enhancement for either , 
path. Column IV converts the data in column III into per- 

centages(again, relative to 35 events in all). 

Discussion:  If it be assumed that a physical relationship 
is associated with a MSD parameter and propagation enhance-
ment only if  a discontinuity in the parameter Coincides 
with both the onset and termination of an enhancement(call-
ed a 'possible correlation in the text), then our results 
show .that there is only one paramèter--namely, cloud height 
as observed on Sable Island--which correlates for at least 
50% of the time(the calculated value is 51%, in Table 4, 
column II). Given that the observing site on Sable(compared 
with the sites at Seaview and Shearwater) is the closest 
of the three to the propagation path, it could be plausibly 
concluded that the Cloudheight is physically associated with 
propagation originating on Sable. However, inasmuch as the 
other MSD parameters observed on Sable exhibit correlations 
much less than 50%(Table 4, column 2), and since these re-
maining parameters,presumably, could also be physically as-
sociated with propagation, it appears more probable that the 
correlation between cloud height on Sable and propagation 
originating on Sable is not significant in our data. 

Again, it should be noted that this Report is based on 
available  surface weather data, none of which is obtained 
from sites directly on the propagation path. It is presumed 
that, if surface weather data had been available from sites 
directly on the propagation path, then there would have been, 

P.3 
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perhaps, much stronger correlation in the parameters 
studied. 

Conclusion: On the basis of the data examined in this 
Report, it is concluded that the available meteorological 
surface data shows no substantial correlation with pro-
pagation enhancements for May and June of 1981. 

p.4 
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Figure 1:  General features of the Sable Island 
and mainland Nova Scotia, showing approximate 
locations of Halifax, Seaview, Arichat, Eddy 
Point, Shearwater, and West Light area(Sable). 
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AN INITIAL: 'SEARCS  FOR POSSIBLE CORRELATIONS  

BETWEEN PROPAGATION ENHANCEMENT EVENTS '  AND  

METEOROLOGICAL SURFACE DATA  

by W. D. Rawle 

An initial visual inspection of the chart 

recordings on the data panels for the months of May and 

June 1981 reveals periods of increased propagation. 

These periods of increased propagation, or propagation 

enhancements, are defined to be time intervals when 

there is a sudden, noticeable increase in received 

signal level accompanied by a sudden, noticeable 

decrease in the amount of deep fading on the signal. 

A listing of these propagation enhancements, observed 

during the months of May and June 1981, appears in 

Table 1. 

An initial inspection of the available meteor-

ological surface data, as displayed on the data panels 

(refer to Appendix C) for the months of May and June 1981, 

reveals disturbances or discontinuities, in the meteor-

ological surface data which are, on occasion, coincident 

with the commencement and/or termination of a propagation 

enhancement. Two cases of this coincidental behaviour 

are observed. In the first case, both the commencement 

and the termination of a propagation enhancement are 

observed to be coincident with a discontinuity in a 

meteorological parameter; and this case is considered 

to be the basis for the ,existance of a possible , 

,correlation between the propagation enhancement and the 

observed discontinuity in the meteorological parameter. 

In the second-base, either the:oommencement' or thè- 

terMinatiOnAbut nàt'bothY ibfthe:enhanceMent, 

served to be coinCidentyith a dIsContiniaityin‘.p.' 

meteorplOgical: parameterj-and this 'case indicates  that  the 

propagation enhandeMent  and: the  discontinuity , 
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in the meteorological parameter are merely. coincidental. 

In the visual inspection of both the chart re-

cordings and the available meteorological surface 

data, the observation da  y is defined to be from 

0000LT to 2359LT. The meteorological observation 

facilities, as indicated in the analysis, are Sable 

Island, Shearwater, and Eddy Point. The chart 

recorder locations are Halifax and Seaview. 
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Propa.gation Enhancement Events, May and June 1981  

May 9/81  

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 2000LT to 2359LT. 

- No activity at Seaview. 

May. 11/81  

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 0200LT - 0600LT. 
- A definite propagation enhancement occurs 

Seaview from 0200LT - 0600LT. 
- A definite propagation enhancement commences at 

Seaview at 2300LT. 

May 13/81 , 

- The definite propagation enhancement rwhich 

commenced at Seaview at 2300LT on May 11, terminates 

at 1800LT. 

- No activity at Halifax. 

May 14/81 

- A. definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 1100LT - 1300LT and from 1700LT - 1900LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Seaview from 1200LT - 1400LT and from 1600LT - 2200LT. 

May 15/81. 

A definite,ropagatiOnenhancementoCcürS at 

Halifax,froMA5OOLT --0700LT, 

Adéfinite propagation enhanCement occtira at , 

Seaview rrom0000LT':0200LT::and - from::0800LT —1000LT. 

May 16/81 : 

- A definite propagation,enhancement,àdcurs at 

Halifax from 1100LT - 1400LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement çommènces, at 

Seaview at 0800LT. 
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Tablé  1 cont'd • . 

,May 17/81  
- The  definite propagation . enhancement which 

commences at Seaview_at 0800LT-bn May 16,, terminates 

at .0200LT. ,  

- . No activity . at, Halifax. 

May 21/81 , 

A definite propagation:enhancement commences . at 

Seaview'at 2200LT 

Halifax data incomplete for this day. 

May 22/81 • .' • _ . . .., 
- The definitepropagation enhancement WhiCh 

ccommencéd at Seaview at  2200LT-o1i  May 21, -terminates 

A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 0900LT - 1200LT. 

Ma 26/81  
- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 0300LT - 0400LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

• Seaview from 0500LT - 0600LT. 

May 29/81  

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Seaview from 1000LT - 1600LT. 

- No activity at Halifax. 

.„ 
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, Talle  1 cont'd -
June 1/81  

A:definite --proPegatiOn enhanceitient 
, 

_ NoiactivitY at  Halifax.  

commences'at 

June 2/81  

- The definite prOpagation enhancement Which 
commenced at Seaview.at 2300LT on June 1, terminates ,  
0200LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement  1 .occursat  
Seaview from 1300LT - 1500LT. 

- A definite propagation enliancement occurs at 
Halifax from 1900LT - 2100L. 

June 3/81  
- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 0500LT - 0800LT. 

No activity at Seaview. 

June 14/81  
- A definite propagation 

Seaview at'1800LT. 
- No data available for Halifax. 

'enhancement  commences  

June 15/81  

- The definite propagation  enhancement which commenced 
at'Séaviewat 1800LT on:June14, :terminates 09001T, 

A:definite,PrOpagation,énhanceMent-occurs at . 

Seaview froin 0300LT -7,0800LT. 

No'.activity Halifax' . 

June 19/81  - 

- A'definite propagation 
Halifax'at 1200LT. , 

- A definite propagation 
Seaview at.1200LT. 
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Table 1 cont'd • . . 

June'20/81  

-- The defïnite, propagation enhancement which 

comMenced at:Hal“ax •at:120pLT-onJune19, terminates 

• at 0500LT.. 

- The definite propagation enhancement which commenced 

at Seaview at 1200LT on June 19, terminates at 0400LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 1900LT - 2200LT. 
- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Seaview from 1800LT - 2200LT. 

June 24/81 r- 

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

' Halifax from 06001T - 1000LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Seaview from 0400LT - 1200LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement commences at 

Seaview at 1600LT. 

June 25/81  

- The definite propagation enhancement which commenced 

at Seaview at 16001T on June 24, terminates 0200LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Halifax from 1000LT - 1200LT. 

June 26/81  

- A definite propagation enhàncement occurs at 

Halifax from 0100LT - 0400LT. 

- A definite propagation enhancement occurs at 

Seaview from 0300LT -, 0600LT. 

•• 
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SABLE HALIFAX DATA 

SI 

SI 

EP 

SI ;  

sI 

sI 

EP 

SI 

SWR 

SI 

SWR 

SWR 

EP 

51 ;  

SI 

EP 

SWR 

EP 

, SI 

SWR 

EP 

EP 

SWR 

EP 

EP 

•EP 

SI 

EP 

SWR 

SWR 

EP 

S I 

EP 

SWR 

SI 

SI 

SI 

SWR 

SI 

EP 

SE 

S 

SWR 

EP 

EP 

SWR 

SWR 

EP 

EP 

EP 

SWR 

EP 

SWR 

SWR 

EP 

SWR 

EP 

SWR 

SWR 

EP 

SI 

SWR 

EP 

SWR 

S I 

EP 

SWR 

EP 

S I 

EP 

EP 

cD 

1 SEA LEVEL PRESSURE 
POSSIBLE  DISMISSED 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
: POSSIBLE DISMISSED 

CLOUD AMOUNT 
POSSIBLE I DISMISSED 

CLOUD CEILING 
POSSIBLE  DISMISSED 

TEMPERATURE 
POSSIBLE DISMISSED 

SWR 

swk 

SI_ 

SWR 

EP 

SI 

SWR 

, SWR 

SW 

HP. 

SI  - 

Abbreviations  

SI: Sable Island(Main Station) 

EP: Eddy Point . 

SUR: Shearwater . 

SI - 
EP 

SWR 

EP 

SI 

SWR 

SWR 

EP 

EP 

SWR 

SI 

EP 
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SABLE - SEAVIEW DATA 

SEA LEVEL  PRESSURE  I RELATIVE, HUMIDITY . 1 cLoun itmopt4T [ CLOUD-ÇEILING I TEMPERATURE 
POSSIBLE DISMISSED POSSIBtE DIBMISSED ' POSSIBLE DIBMISSED - POSSIBLE DISMISSED POSSIBLE  DISMISSED 

POPULATION= 35evehÉs, 

SI : 

EP 

SI 

EP -' 

sir 

EP, 

SWR 
 r.  

- 
'SWR 

SWR 

SI 

sv,71 

SwR 

EP 

SWR 

EP 
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2 ) 57% .  

Shearwater ( 0 )  

Eddy Point ( 1 ) 2-9% 

( 6 ) 17% ( .6 ) 17% 

( 10 ) 29% L:7 ) 20% 

( 8 ) 23% ( 12 ) 34% 

Sable Island. 

Shearwater 

Sable Island 

Sable Island 

Shea.rwater 

Eddy Point 

4 ) 

8 ) 

11 )• 31% 

11% 

23% 

Sable: I 'S land 

8hearwater 

Eddy Point 

6 ) 

0% 

17% 

11% 

OCCURANCE - PERCENTAGE OF THE :EVENTS UNDER STUDY  

III Iv  
POSSIBLE/PERéENTAGF  COINCIDENT/PERCENTAGE 

SEA LEVEL PRESSURE 

R.ELATIVE HUMIDITY 

CLOIJD AMOUNT 

CLOUD CEILING 

TEMPE RATURE 
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ConclUsion: 

A préliMinary  r  searCh for pOssible correlations 
- between propagation enhancements .and-.observed discon7 
tinuities in 'meteorological parameters yields results 
which are tabulated in Table  4 f The  percentages 
recorded in 'Table s -4 represent the occurance of possible 
correlationa .:(a possible correlation was defined as 
the ocCurance  of a propagation enhancement with an 
observed distùrbance.:„.of 'a meteprolbglcal: parameter 
at both the CoiMnenCeMeiit  and  :termination  of  the enhance-
ment)  and  coincidenceSAaCoinCidence‘was-defineà ‘ai 
the occuranàeof- af,Propagaticifl -enhanàeentInth - .an:  , 
observed disturbance of à meteorological parameter 
at the commencement  or termination  of the  enhancement 

1 during  the  thirty-f3_ve  propagation 

events Étudied  for  the 'months  of May and 
As  indicated in Table IF, there- are only . , 

two ,  ocda.eions wherc.,,. the occUranCe-::.;...percentage àf 
possible correlation ,  exceeds  the  occura.nce percenta.g-es 
of coincidence for 'a particular meteorological parameter 
(refer to AppendiX-!:C). ,  and a pa.rticular meteororogical 
'observation facility. In thirteen', of the fifteen 
cases initia.11y exa.Mined, the occuranCe-percentage ,  of 

but not both 
enhancement 
June, 1981- .. 

coincidence is greater than the occurance-percentage 
of :possible oorrelation: 

On -E,,be , 'basis.of this prèiiminaranakrsii'i,thè 
'concluaion , haà'Ien'drawn':that: , therâiS: 2-nenbtiçabl 
corrélation-bebpiréen:prdpagàtidn - ,enhancement-e'vëntSand .  
available Meteorologibal'.surface-'data. 
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Appendix A 

Photocopies of 'data panels 1 (montagesi on a daily basis, of 

various propagation and meteorological data) for the month of 

May, 1981. Each page displays 3 data panels; the chart recording 

for propagation from Sable Island to Halifax on 147.950 MHz is 

located in the upper right hand corner of each data panel, and 

this chart recording is identified by an arrow in the right hand 

margin. The signal voltage levels aré indicated on the chart 

recording. 

N.B. 
Please note that a systematic error exists in the 

identification of the signal-level lines on the 

Seaview(147.995 MHz) recordings. Specifically, 

the voltage-levels are approximately 3db too 

low. Hence, the signal level marked '1uV 1  should 

actually be 3db higher, i.e. '1.4uV', etc. 

,The chart recordings for Halifax(147.950 MHz) and 

Seaview.(147.995 MHz) are outlined in.:_colbur.• 
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This Appendix contains photographic copies of the original 'data panels'. The originals are approximately 
136x90cm. 

The panel for June 16, 1981 is employed as an example showing the identity of each chart on a panel. Note 

that the panels for May 1/81 to May 7/81,inclusive, have the Eddy Point graph for a sea-level pressure 

located where the Seaview reception on 147.995 is located in subsequent panels. The blank area at the 

bottom of the panel is to allow for inclusion of additional data at some future date. The calibrations of 

some charts are not legible. This is not considered significant because of the nature of the analysis. 
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Note #1: This chart displays the following (top to bottom), relative humidity; cloud amount, 
cloud ceiling, temperature ( °C), and nrecipitation, etc. (known as SIGMET data). 

Note #2: This chart displays sea-level prPssure only. (V):vertical polarization 
It (H):horizontal 
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'HAPIPENDIX 'B '  

Enhancement in Propagation at Halifax ComMencing  

.11.3.y:9»2000LT, rrerMinating Ma'Y' 9 - „ 1 -2 -359 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at 

Halifax commencing at 2000 LT and terminating at 2359 

LT on May 9. An examination of the available meteor- 

ological data for the Lime  interval surrounding the 

commencement of this enhancement reveals no significant 

discontinuitieâ in cloud amount, cloud ceiling, 

temperature and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 
Shearwater and Eddy Point. No significant di.scon- 

tinuities in relative humidity are observed at Sable 

Island and Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

relative humidity is observed at Shearwater. 

An examination of the available meteorological data 

of the time interval surrounding the termination of 

this enhancement again reveals no significant diScon- 

tinuities in cloud amount, cloUd ceiling, temperature, - - 
and sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, 

and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in 

relative humidity_are observed at Sable Island and 

Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity in relative 

humidity is observed at Shearwater. 

The discontinuity in relative humidity at both the 

• commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at -shearwater, indicates a possible correlation. 

Enhancement in Propagation  at Halifax, Commencing  

May-11,  0200 LT, Terminating May'f11, 0600 -  LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 0200 LT and terminating at 0600 LT on 

May 11. An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 



•  in relative humidity, temperature, and sea level • 

pressure at  Sable - Island,  Shearwater and Eddy Point. 

'No.significant discontinuities in cloud ceiling are 

observed at Eddy Point. A discontinuity in cloud 

-amount is observed at all three meteorological 

Observation facilities.'. A discontinuity in cloud cell-

.ing is observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

An examination of the Available meteorological, 

data for the tiMe interval surrounding the termination 

of this - enhancement again reveals,no significant 

discontinuities in relative humidity, 'terriperature, and 

sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and 

Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in cloud 

.amount are observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

No significant discontinuities in cloud ceiling are 

observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point: A discontinuity 

in •  cloud ceiling is observed at Eddy Point. A ' 

discontinuity in cloud-amount is observed at  Sable • 

• Island. 

The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 

-commencement and - termination of this enhancement-, as 

obserVed at  Sable Island,  indicates a possible 
, 

correlation... The apparent correlation between enhance- 

ment commencement.  and' the  discOntinuity in cloud 

celling, as obServed at Sable Island and Shearwater,:may 

be assumed to."-:.be merely. Coincidenta l.  because of the 

cohtinuous Clbud ceiling condition s.  observed during 

•enhancement terrnination. Thé- apparent correlation 

•between enhanceMent commencement and the discontinuity 

amount,as obServed at Shearwater and Eddy Point, 

:-may be assumed  • o be merely coincidental because of 

the continuous. - clijud amotint conditions observed during 

enhancement termination. The apparent correlatiOn 

between. enhandèment termination and the discontinUity 
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in :Cloud ceiling, as'observed at:Eddy ; Point, may also be 

abbilmed to'ipé . merelylcoinciderità1 . bécause Of the 
cdntinuous cloud ceiling conditions observed during - 

enhancement commencement. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  
May 11 0200 LT, TerMinating May 0600 LT  

An enhancement in Propagation is Observed at Seaview 

commencing at 0200 LT and terminating at 0600 LT on 
May, 11. An examination of the_available meteorological 

data forthe time interval surrounding the commencement 
of'  this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in relative hiiiiiidity,..:temperature, at sea leVel . préssure.. 

at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point.' No significant-

discontinuities' in cloud ceiling are observed at Eddy 
Point. A_ discontinuity in cloud, amount..is .observed at , 

all three meteorological observationfacilities.: . A .;_- 

discontinuity in cloud.beiling. is.observed at Sable 

Island and Shearwater. 

An examinatiOnof the available meteorological 
— 

data for the tiMe . -.interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement - again reveals no - significant - - 

discontinuities in relative humidity, temperature ;  and , 

sea level  pressure  at Sable Island, Shearwater, and Eddy 
Point.- No siëfnificant discontinuities in cloud amount 

are observed at-Sable Island and Shearwater.' No- - 

significant discOntinuities in cloud ceiling are observed 

,at Shearwater  and  Eddy Point. -A discontinuity in 
Cloud ceiling'is . - observed at Eddy Point. A disçon-

tinuity in cloud . amount is observed at  Sable Island.  
The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 

commencement :and terminatiOn of this enhancement,' as 

obServed at Sable Island, indicatesa possible correlation.- 

The apparent.correlation between enhancement commencement . 

and the discontinuity in cloud ceiling, as observed 



at Sable Island and Shearwater, may be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous cloud 

ceiling conditions observed during enhancement termination. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement commence-

ment and the discontinuity in cloud amount, as observed 

at Shearwater and Eddy Point, may be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous cloud 

amount conditions observed during enhancement termination. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement termination 

and the discontinuity in cloud ceiling, as observed at 

Eddy Point, may also assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous cloud ceiling conditions 

observed during enhancement commencement. 

:Enhancement in Propagation at-Seaview Commencing  

May  11, 2300 LT,' Terminating  May 13,  1800  LT'. 

An enhancement in propagation is-observed at Seaview 

commencing at 2300 LT on May 11 and terminating  ai:  

1800 LT on May 13. An examination of the available 

meteorological data for the time interval surrounding 

the commencement - Of-this enhancement reveals no signi-

- ficant.discontinuitiès in relative humidity:, temperature, 

and sea level-pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, 

and Eddy Point.- No significant discontinuities in 

cloud aMount and clbud ceiling are observed at Shear-

water and Eddy Point. :Significant discontinuities in 

cloud amount and cloud - ceiling are observed at Sable 

-Island. . - . 

An : examinatiOn-of_the available meteorological » 

- data for thè - time interval surrounding the - termination 

of this enhancement reveals - no significant disccintinuities 

in relative humidityi cloud 4mount, cloud ceiling, 

temperature, and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwàter, and Eddy Point. .1 



The apparent correlation between enhancement 

commencement and the discontinuities in cloud amount 

and cloud ceiling, as observed at Sable Island, may be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous cloud amount and cloud ceiling conditions 

observed during enhancement termination. 

• Enhancement in Propagation at Halifax Commending  

May 14, 1100 LT, -  Terminating:MaY 14, 1300 LT  

An enhanceméntin propagation  is  observed at Halifax: 

commencing at - 11 00 1. 111  and terminating- .at 1300 LT_On - 

May 14. . I An examination of the.  available meteorologiCal .  
- 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals-no significant discontinuities 

in temperature and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 

in cloud amount and cloud ceiling are observed at Shear-

water and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity are observed at Sable Island and 

Eddy Point. Significant discontinuities in cloud 

amount and cloud ceiling are observed at Sable Island. 

A significant discontinuity in relative humidity is 

observed at Shearwater. 

An examination of the available meteorological data 

for , the time interval surrounding the termination of 

this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and 

Eddy .  Point. -No significant discontinuities in cloud 

amount and cloud ceiling are observed at Shearwater. 

Significant discontinuities in relative humidity and 

temperature are observed at all three meteorological 

observation facilities. Significant discontinuities in 

cloud amount and cloud ceiling are observed at Sable 

Island and Eddy Point. 



The discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud 

ceiling at both the commencement and termination of 

this enhancement, as observed at Sable Island, indicate 

a possible correlation. The discontinuity in relative 

humidity at both the commencement and termination of 

this enhancement, as observed at Shearwater, also 

indicates a possible correlation. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement termination and the 

discontinuity in temperature, as observed at Sable 

Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point may be assumed 
' 

to be merely coincidental because of the continuous 

temperature conditions observed during enhancement 

commencement. The apparent correlation between 

enhancement termination and the discontinuity in 

relative humidity, as observed at Sable Island and Eddy 

Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental because 

of the continuous relative humidity conditions observed 

during enhancement commencement. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement termination and the 

discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud ceiling, as 

observed at Eddy Point, may also be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the cOntinuous cloud 

amount and cloud ceiling conditions observed during 

enhancement commencement. 

, 

Enhanceztient  in Prdpagation at Hanfax'Commencing 

'May 14, .1700LT, Terminating May:14,- -  1900 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 1700 LT and terminating at 1900 LT 

on May 14. An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity, cloud ceiling, temperature and 

sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and 

Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in cloud 



amount are observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. A sig-
nificant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed at 

Sable Island. •  

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling, temperature, and sea level pressure 
, at Sable Island, Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No.signifi- 

, 

cant discontinuities in relative humidity are observed 

at Sable Island and Eddy Point. No significant discon-

tinuities in cloud amount are observed at Shearwater; 
• and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in 

relative humidity  are  observed at Shearwater. A 
significant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed -

at Sable Island. 

The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 
amulem.eirent and termination of this enhancemente,aS 
observed at Sable Island, indicates a possible 
correlation. The apparent correlation between enhance-

ment termination and the discontinuity in relative 

humidity, as observed at Shearwater, may be assumed 

to be merely coincidental because of the continuous 

relative humidity conditions observed diiring enhancement 

commencement. 

Enhancement  in  Propagation at Seaview Commencing' 

Mÿ 14, 1200 Li u  Terminating  May  14,.1400 LT  • 

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Seaview 
- 

commencing at 1200 LT and terminating at 1400 LT 

on May 14. An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the 'Limé interval surrounding the commencement 
of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in temperature and relative humidity at Sable Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 



in cloud amount and cloud ceiling are observed at 

Shearwater. A significant discontinuity in relative 

humidity is observed , at all three meteorological observation 

facilities. Significant discontinuities in cloud amount 

coud ceiling are observed at Sable Island and 

Eddy Point. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, 

and Eddy Point. Significant discontinuities in 

relative humidity and cloud amount are observed at all 

three meteorological observation facilities. Significant 

discontinuities in cloud ceiling are observed at Sable 

Island and Eddy Point. Significant discontinuities 

in temperature are observed at Shearwater and Eddy 

Point. 

The discontinuity in relative humidity at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Sable Island, Shearwater, and Eddy Point, 

indicates a possible correlation.__The discontinuities 

in cloud amount and cloud ceiling at both the commencement 

and termination of this enhancement, as observed at 

Sable Island and Eddy Point, also indicates a possible 

Correlation.H.The apparent côrrelation between enhancement 

termination and the discOntinuity in temperature,:as 

:observed a.t Shêarwater and Eddy Point,. may.be.assumed 

.to be merelycoincidental becauSe of the continUous 

temperature . conditions observed during enhancement' 

commencement.: The apparent correlation betWeen ehhance- - 

ment,terminatiOn and.the.discontinuity in clolid amount, 

asobserved - at*Shearwater, may also be assumed to .be 

merely coincidental because of thé continuous cloud 

amoUnt conditions observed during enhancement commencement. 
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Enhancement-in:PropagatiOn at Seaview Commencing  

May 14, 1600 LT, Terminating May 14, 220 -0 LT  

Am.'enhanceMent  in propagation  is observed at Seaview 

:Commencing at 1600 LT and terminating at'2200 LT on 

May . 14: -. Anexamination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrrounding the commencement 

of. : this enhancement - reVeals no significant discontinuities. 

in cloud ceiling, .tempèrature'and sea level pressure 

at  Sable Island, ShearWater and Eddy Point. N. •ignifi- : 

 cant. diSContinuities in relative humidity are Observed 

at Sable Island and Sheàrwater. No significant 

discontinuities in cloud amount are observed at Sable 

ISland. A significant discontinuity in cloud amount 

is observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. A significant 

discontinuity in relative humidity is observed at 

Eddy Point. 

An examination of the available-meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity, cloud ceiling, temperature and 
- 

sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater and 

Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity in cloud amount 

is observed at all three meteorological observation 

facilities. 

The discântinuity in cloud amount at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement,as 

observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point, indicates a 

possible correlation. The apparent correlation between 

enhancement commencement and the discontinuity in 

relative humidity, as observed at Eddy Point, may be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous cloud amount conditions Observed during 

enhancement termination. The apparent - correlatiOn 

between enhancement termination. and .the discontinuity 

in Cloudamount, as observed at Sable Island, may alsO. 
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-be assilmed to-be merely coincidental becalise of the 

Continuous:cloud amount conditions observed during 

-,enhancement - commèncement. 

Enhancement  in Propagation  at Halifax Commencing  

May15,-0500 LTi TerMinationg May 15, 0700 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 0500 LT and terminating at 0700 LT 

on May 15. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discon-

tinuities in relative humidity, temperature and sea level 

pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. 

No significant discontinuities in cloud amount are 

observed at Sable Island. Significaht discontinuities 

in cloud amount and cloud ceiling  are  observed at 

Shearwater. A significant discontinuity in cloud 

amount is observed at Eddy Point. , 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling, temperabure and sea level pressure 

at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No signifi-

cant discontinuities in relative humidity and cloud 

amount are observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

Significant discontinuities in cloud amount and relative 

humidity are observed at Eddy Point. 

The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Eddy Point, indicates a possible correlation. 

The apparent correlation betwen enhancement commencement 

and the discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud 

ceiling, as observed at Shearwater, may be assumed to 



merelyooinpidentalbecause of:the continuous .be merelyooinpidentalbecause of:the continuous 

Enhancement inPropagatiOn'at,Seaview Commencing  
Teritinating„MaY  15,  0200'LT- 

An enhancérnent in propagation is observed at. Seaview 
iating at 1200 LT on 

May 15. 
An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity, cloud amount, cloud ceiling,' 

- 
for the time interval surrounding the termination'of 
thisenhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in relative hlimidity, cloud ceiling, temperature, 

sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater and 

Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in cloud 

amount are observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 
signiifcant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed . .  

at Eddy Point. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement 

termination and the discontinuity in cloud amount, as 

observed at Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely 

coincidental because of the continuous cloud amount 

conditions  observed during enhancement commencement. 

,teMperature  and  sea leVel pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwater and Eddy _Point. - - 
pf the available meteorological data 



:Enhancement in PrOpagation at Seaview Commencing  

May 15, 0800 LT, Terminating May 15, 100.0 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Seaview 

commenCing at 0800 LT and terminating at 1000 LT on May 15. 

An examination,of the available meteorological data 

for the Lime  interval surrounding the commencement of 

this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwater and Eddy Pàint. No - Si(pificant discontinuities 

are observed in relative humidity and cloud amount ,- at 

Sable Island and Shearwater. No significant discontinuities 

in temperature are observed at Sable Island. A 

significant discontinuity in temperature is observed 

at Shearwater and Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

in relative humidity and cloud amount is observed at 

Eddy Point. 

An examination, of the available meteorological 

data  for the time'UnterVal surrààndingthe termination 

of this enhancementreVeals no:significant discontinuities 

in sea level . preSsUre'at  Sable Island, Shearwater and 
_ . 

Eddy .  Point No  significant discontinuities in relative 

.rhumidityare. dbserved at Sable .Island and Shearwater. 

- No significant - discontinuities in cloud ceiling are 
. . - 

Observed at Eddy -.Point. No significant discontinuities 

in temperature are-observed...at Sable Island. A 

significant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed 

at all three meteorological observation facilities. 

A significant discontinuity* in cloud.  ceiling is 

ObServed at  Sable.. Island. and Shearwater. A significant 

discontinuity in teMperature'is observed at Shearwater 

'and Eddy POint- 4 significant discontinuity in relative 
humidity 'is observed at Shearwater. 

The discontinuity in temperature at both the 

commencement and termination'Of this enhancement, 

obserVed at Shearwater  and Eddy Point, indicates 
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possible :correlation.  The discontinuity in cloud 

at both  the commencement and  termination of this 

enhancement, as observed at Eddy Point, also indicates 

a possible correlation. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement termination and the discontinuities 
_ 

incloud -àmount and cloud-ceilingi,as observed at 

_Sable Island may be assUmed to'be merely coincidental . . 
:because ofithecontinuous -cloud amount and cloud 

: ceiling conditions observed:during enhancement 

commencement.' The apparent correlation between enhancement 

termination and discontinuities in relative humidity, 

cloud amount and cloud ceiling,as observed at Shearwater, 

may be assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous relative humidity, cloud amount, and cloud 

ceiling conditions observed during enhancement commencement. 

apparent correlation between enhancement  commencement 

and the diScontinuity in relative humidity, as observed 

at Eddy Point, may also be assumed to be merely 

coincidental because of the continuous relative 

humidity conditions observed during enhancement termination. 

EnhanceMent in - Propagation at Halifax Commencing 

May 16, 1100 . LT, Temihating  May 16,  1400 LT - 

An enhanbement in propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 1100 LT and terminating at 1400 LT 

on May 16. An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in temperature and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity, cloud amount, and cloud ceiling 

are observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. Significant 

discontinuities in relative humidity, cloud amount, 

and cloud ceiling are observed at Sable Island. 
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An examination of the available meteorological data 

for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity, temperature and sea level pressure 

at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No significant 

discontinuities in Oloud amountamd cloud ceiling 

are observed ab Shearwater and Eddy Point. Significant 

discontinuitie's in cloud amount and cloud ceiling are 

observed at Sable Island. 
The discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud 

ceiling at both the commencement and termination of 

this enhancement, as observed at Sable Island, indicate 

possible correlation. The apparent correlabion 

between enhancement commencement and the discontinuity 
• 

in relative.humidity, - as observed at Sable Island, may 
• 

be assumed to be merely coincidental because of .the 

cOntinuouS relative humidity conditions observed during 

enhancement términation 

hancement in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  

May 16, 0800 LT,. Terminating May 17, 0200 LT  

An enhanderligntin-pÈopagation'is bbserved. 

Seaview'oommencing - atA800, LT on May 16 and :terminating _ . , . _ • • 
at- . 0200 - 11T_oh'fMay»17An'examination of the,available 

'meteorological data_for'the time interval.surrounding. 

the cOmmencement 7 Of.this enhancement•reveals no 

:significant.diScontinùities in sea level pressure 

at Sable  Island, ShearWater and Eddy Point. No signifi-

cant discontinuities:in cloud amount  and  temperature. 

are obServed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. No signifi-

cant discontinuities in relative humidity are observed 

at Sable Island_and;Shearwater. No significant >  discon- 

tinuities - ±n CI-6nd amount  are  observed at Shearwater. 



- 15 - 

Significant discontinuities in cloud amount, cloud 

ceiling, and temperature are observed at Sable Island. 

Significant discontinuities in relative humidity and 

cloud amount .are observed at Eddy Point. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and temperature at Sable Island, 

Shearwater and Eddy Point no significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity and cloud amount are observed at 

Shearwater and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 
„ in relative humidity are  observed at Sable Island.. -  A 

signifidant discontinuitY in:sea level pressure is 

observed at all three meteorological observation 

facilities. A significant discontinuity in cloud amount 

is observed at Sable Island. ' 

The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement,- 

as observed at Sable Island, indicates a possible 

correlation. The  apparent correlation between enhance-

ment "commencement" and the discontinuities in cloud 

ceiling and temperature,as observed at-Sable Island, 

may be assumed to be merely coincidental because of 

the continuous cloud ceiling and temperature conditions 

observed during enhancement termination. The apparent 

correlation_between enhancement "commencement" and 

the  discontinuities in relative humidity and cloud 

amount, as observed at Eddy Point, may be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous relative 

humidity and cloud amount conditions observed during 

enhancement termination. The apparent correlation be-

tween enhancement termination and the discontinuity 

in sea level pressure, as 6bserved at Sable Island, 

Shearwater and Eddy Point, may also be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous sea level 

pressure conditions observed during enhancement 
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,Enhancement in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  

May:21, - 2200 LT,.Terminating May 22, 1300 LT  - 
-\ 

An enhancement in propagation is observed at 

Seaview commencing at 2200 LT on May 21 and terminating 

at 1300 LT on May 22. An examination of the available 

meteorological data for the time interval surrounding 

the commencement of this enhancement reveals no significant 

discontinuities in cloud ceiling and sea level pressure* 

at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No 

significant discontinuities in temperature are observed 

at Sable Island and Eddy Point. Significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity and cloud amount are observed at all 
- 

three meteorological observation facilities. A'signifi- 

cant,discontinuity in temperature ig observed  at Shearwater. 

An examination of the available meteorological data 

for the time interval surrounding the termination of this 

enhancement reveals no significant-discontihuities in 

cloud amount and temperature at Sable Island, Shearwater, 

and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in 

Cloud ceiling and sea level pressure are observed 

Shearwater and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities, 

in relative humidity are observed at Sable Island. 

A significant discontinuity in relative humidity is 

observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. Significant 

discontinuities in cloud amount and sea level pressure 

are observed at Sable Island. 

The discontinuity in relative humidity at both 

the commencement and termination of this enhancement, 

as observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point, indicates 

a possible correlation. The apparent correlation 

•between enhancement commencement and the discontinuity 

•in cloud amount, as observed at Sable Island, Shearwater 
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and'Eddÿ Point, ":màî be. assumed;to be merely 

.c6incidental because of the continuous cloud amount 

- conditions observed durina enhancement termination. - 

.The apparent correlation between enhancement"commencemene 

.and'the'discontinuity in relative humidity, as observed-

at Sable . Island, - may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

-because of the continuous relative humidity conditions 

Observed duringenhancement termination.' The apparent 

correlation . between enhancement%erminatiodand the 

discontinuity in cloud ceiling, as observed at Sable' - 

ISland,:may be assuMed to be merely coincidental because 

of the :continuoUs'-cloud ceiling .conditions observed 

:during enhancement commencement; The apparent correlation. 

ipetween*enhancementbommencement' and the discontinuity 

in temperature', - as obServed at Shearwater, may be' 

assuMed, to be merely coincidentallpecause of the 

 cOntinuous- temperature conditiOns:observed during 

enhancement ntermination." The apparent correlation 

• between:enhancementtermination and the discontinuity 

in  sea level.pressUre, as observed at Sable Island, 

may also be:assumed tO be merely "coincidental because 

of the cOntintiOusséalevel>pressure conditions 

:. obserVed'during enhanceffient commencement. 

Enhancemen .t.in  Propagation at Halifax Commencing  

May 22, 0900:LT; Terminating May 22, 1200 LT  

. - An enhancement in: propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 0900 LT and terminating 1200 LT on May 22.

•  An , examination:of the available meteorological  data  

for the time interval surrounding the commencement ' — 

of this ,enhanCement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud amount at Sable Island and Shearwater, No • 

significant discontinuities in temperature are observed 
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•at Sable Island and Eddy Point. No significant 

discontinuities in sea level pressure are observed 

at Shearwater and Eddy Point. Significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity and cloud ceiling are observed 

at Sable Island, Shearwater. and Eddy Point. A signifi-

cant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed at Eddy 

•Point. A significant discontinuity in temperature is 

observed at Shearwater. A significant discontinuity in 

sea level  pressure  is observed at Sable Island. 
•An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 
_ 

of this enhancement reveals no .significant discontinuities 

in cloud amount and temperature at Sable Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and sea level pressure are observed 

Shearwater and Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

in relative humidity is observed at all three meteorological 

observation facilities. Significant discontinuities in 

cloud ceiling and sea level pressure' are observed at 

Sable Island. 

The discontinuity in relative humidity at both 

the commencement and termination of this enhancement, 

as observed at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point, 

indicates a possible correlation.  •  The discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and sa  level pressure at both the 

commencement_and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Sable Island, also indicates a possible 

correlation. The apparent correlation • between enhahcement 

"commencement" and the discontinuity in cloud amount, as 

observed at Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely coinci-

dental because of the continuous cloud amount conditions 

observed during enhancement termination. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement "commencement" and the 

discontinuity in cloud ceiling, as observed at Shearwater 

and Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous cloud ceiling conditions 
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observed during enhancement termination. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement commencement and the . 
discontinuity in temperature, as observed at Shearwater, 

may also be assumed to be merely coincidental because 

of the continuous temperature conditions observed 

during enhancement termination. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Halifax CoMmencing  

May 26;.0300 LT .; Terminating May 26,.0400 LT . . 

data - for,the time interval surrounding .the termination 
of this enhancement again reveals no significant 

discontinuities in .température and sea lével pressure " 
at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No 

— significant discontinuities in cloud ceiling are observed 
, at Sable Island and Eddy Point. . No significant . . 
discontinuities, in-relative .  humidity and cloud amount' 

.are observed at  Eddy Point. 

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Halifax 
commencing at 0300 LT and terminating at 0400 LT on 
May 26. An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 
in temperature and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 
Shearwater and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 
in cloud ceiling are observed at Sable Island. No 
significant discontinuities in relative humidity are 
observed at Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

in cloud amount is observed at all three meteorological observa-
tion facilities. A significant discontinuity in 
relative humidity is -observed at Sable Island and 
Shearwater. A significant discontinuity in cloud 

ceiling is observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. 

An examination of the available meteorological 
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The discontinuities in relative humidity and cloud 

amount at both the commencement and termination of this 

enhancement, as observed at Sable Island and Shearwater, 

indicates possible correlations. The discontinuity 

in cloud ceiling at both the commencement and termination 

of this enhanceMent, as observed at Shearwater, also 

indicates a possible correlation. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement commencement and the discontinuities 

in cloud amount and cloud ceiling, as observed at 

Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous cloud amount and cloud 

obServéd during enhancement termination. 

Enhandement  in Propagation  at Seaview Commencing  

May '2-6;1)500 LT, Terminating May 26, 0600 LT  

in propagation is observed at 

Seaview commencing at 0500 LT and terminating at 0600 LT 

on May 26. An ekamination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding-the commencement 

of , this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities

•in relative humidity, temperature and sea level pressures 

at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No 

significant discontinuities in cloud amount are observed 

at Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity in cloud 

ceiling is observed at all three meteorological observation 

Lfacilities A  significant discontinuity in cloud 

ceiling is observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

An:.enhancement 

•  data for the time 'interval surrounding the - termination 

of this enhancement again reveals no significant dis-

continuities - in - relative humidity, temperature, and 

sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and 

Eddy Point. " significant discontinuities in cloud.' 

. amount .and cloud ceiling - are observed at Eddy Point. - 
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Significant discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud 

ceiling are observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

The discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud ceiling 

at both the commencement and termination of this 

enhancement, as obserVed at Sable Island and Shearwater, 

indicate possible correlations.. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement commencement and the discontinuity 

in cloud ceiling, as observed at Eddy Point, may be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous cloud ceiling conditions observed during 

enhancement termination. 

. Enhancement-' in. Propagation at Seaview Commencing  

'Iviay 29, 1000 LT, Terminating May 29, 1600 LT  

An enhancement insliropagation - is observed at 

SeavieW . commencing at 1000 LT-and_terminating at . 1600:LT':: 

on May 29. An examination of the available meteorological 

. data for the time interval surrOunding the Commencement 

of  1:41S:enhancement reVeals nosignificant disebntinuities 

in  sea levelrpressure at SablelIsland and - Shearwater. - . 

-No significant discontinuities .in relative. humidity,: - 

cloud ceiling- and temperature_are:observed at Sable , 

 -Island. A significantdiscontinuity in cloud amount'. . 

is observed at.Sable Island,_:Shearwater,fand  

-Eddy 'Point, Significant discontinuities in relative 

humidity, cloud ceiling, and temperature are observed. 

at Shearwater  and Eddy Point,.''A .  significant discontinuity 

in sea level pressure observedat Eddy Point.' 

. An examination .of the available Meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no Significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and, 

Eddy Point. No significant discOntinuities in temPerature 

are observed at  Sable. Island. No significant discontinuities. 
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in cloud ceiling are observed iât Eddy Point. Signifi-

cant discontinuities in relative humidity and cloud 

amount are obServed at all three meteorological obser-

-vation facilities. A significant discontinuity in 

cloud ceiling is observed at Sable Island and Shear-

water. A significant discontinuity in temperature is 

observed  ab Shearwater and Eddy Point. 

The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Sable Island, Shearwater, and Eddy Point, 

indicates a possible côrrelation. The discontinuities 

in relative humidity and temperature at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point, indicate 

a possible correlation. The discontinuity in cloud 

ceiling at both the commencement and termination of 

this enhancement, as observed at Shearwater, also 

indicates a possible correlation. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement , termination and the discontinuity 

in relative.humidity, as observed at Sable Island, 

may be assumed tO be merely coincidental because of 

the continuous relative humidity conditions observed 

durinj enhancement commencement. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement termination and the 

discontinuity in cloud ceiling, as observed at Sable 

Island, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous cloud ceiling conditions 

observed during enhancement commencement. The apparent 

correlation  rbetween  enhancement commencement and the 

discontinuity in cloud ceiling, as observed  ab Eddy 

Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental because 

of the continuous cloud ceiling conditions observed 

during enhancement terMinationThe'apparent correlation 

"between enhanbeMent . 'cOmmenceMent and the discontinuity , 

 in- sea,level pressure,' as observed at Eddy Point, may 
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be assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous sea level pressure conditions observed during 

enhancement termination. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  

. June 1, 2300 LT, Terminating June 2, 0200 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Seaview' 

commencing at 2300 LT on June 1 and terminating at , 

0200 LT-on June 2. An examination of the available 

meteorological data for the time interval surrounding 

the commencement cif this enhancement reveals no signifi-

cant .discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud ceiling ' 

at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. - No signifi-

cant-discontinuities in relative humidity:and temperature 

are observed at Sable rsland and - Shearwater. A 

significant discontinuity in sea level pressure is 

observed at all three Meteorological observation 

fadilitiès. :Significant disdontinuities in relative 

humidity and temperature are:observed at Eddy Point., 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for'the_time interval Surrounding the termination= 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud.amount, cloud ceiling, and sea level pressure 

at  Sable Island, Shearwaterand Eddy Point., No 

significant discontinuities in relative humidity and 

temperature are observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

Significant discontinuities in relative_humidity and 

cloud .amount are observed at Eddy Point. 

The discontinuities —in relative humidity and 

temperature at both the commencemnt and termination 

of this enhancement, as observed at Eddy Point, indicate 

à possible correlation. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement  commencement and the discohtinuity 

in sea level  pressure, as observed at Sable Island, • 
Shearwater and Eddy Point, may be assumed 
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to be merely coincidental because of the continuous 

sea level pressure conditions observed during enhancement 

termination. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Seaview Commencing 

June 2,-1300 LT, Terminating June 2, 1500 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Seaview 

commencing at 1300 LT and terminating at 1500 LT on 

June 2. - 

An-examination of the available meteorological 

• data  for the time_interval surrOunding, the commencement 

of this - .enhancement reveals no'significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling  and  sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

'Sheàrwater and Eddy Point. - No signifiant discontinuities 

in relative'humidity are ;.observed_athearwater .  and 

Eddy Poiht.. No significant discontinuities in cloud - - _ 
amount are - observed at_Sàble Islancland Shearwater. 

No significant discontinuitieSin - temperature are ob-: 

..:_Served at Sable Island and  Eddy Point -A significant 

discOntinUity. in relative humidity is obserVed\ at 

Sable'Island A significant discontindity in temperatiirè 
- is observed at Shearwater. A significant discontinuity 

in Cloud ambunt is observed at Eddy Point. 

An_examination of the available meteorological data 

for the time interval surrounding the termination of, 

'this enhancement again - reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling - and sea level pressure at Sable Island, - 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point No significant discontinuities . , 

- in relative humidity are obServed at Shearwater and 

Eddy point. No significant discontinuities in temperature 

are observed at Sable  Island and Shearwater. No 

significant discontinuities in cloud amount are observed 

at Eddy Point. 
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The discontinuity in relative humidity at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Sable Island ;  indicates a possible correlation. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement termination 

and the discontinuity in cloud amount, as observed at 

Sable Island and Shearwater, may be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous cloud 

amount conditions observed during enhancement commencement. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement commencement 

and the discontinuity in cloud amount, as observed 

at Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous cloud amount conditions 

observed durina enhancement termination. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement commencement and the 

discontinuity in temperature, as obberved at Shearwater, 

may be assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous temperature conditions.observed during 

enhancement termination. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement termination and the discontinuity 

in temperature, as observed at Eddy Point, may also be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous temperature conditions observed durIng 

ehhancement-terminatibli. 

:Enhancement in Propagation at Halifax Commencing  

June2,00 LT, 'Terminating June 2; 2100 LT  

An enhancement in propagation  is observed at Halifax. 

Commencing 'at'1900 tT and terminating at 2100 LT  on 
June  2 An examinatiOn of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of  this enhancement reveals no significant discontinilities 

in sea level.pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and 

Eddy Point. .No significant discontinuities in 

relative humidity are2observed at Sable Island  and  

•Shéarwater. No significant diScontinuities in cloud 



ceiling are observed at Sable Island and Eddy POint. 

No significant discontinuities in temperature are 

observed Sable Island. A significant discontinuity 

in cloud amount is observed at all three meteorological 

observation facilities. A significant discontinuity 

in temperature is observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. 

A significant discontinuity in relative humidity is 

observed at Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

in cloud ceiling is observed at Shearwater. 

An  examination of the available meteorOlogical 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

oft±is enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and sea level pressure at Sable 

Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No  significant 

discontinuities in relative humidity are observed at 

Sable Island and Shearwater. No significant discon-

tinuities in cloud amount are observed at Eddy Point. 

No significant discontinuities in te-Mperature are 

observed at Sable Island. A significant discontinuity 

in cloud amount is observed at Sable Island and 

Shearwater. -  'A significant discontinuity in temperature 

is observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. - A significant 

discontinuity in relative humidity is observed àt 

Eddy Point. 

The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 

commencement and...termination of this enhancement,as 

observed at Sable Island and Shearwater,indicates a 

possible correlation. The discontinuity in temperature 

at both the commencement and termination of this 

enhancement as observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point, 

indicates a possible correlation. The discontinuity 

in relative humidity at both the commencement and 

• termination of this enhancement, as observed at Eddy 

Point, also indicates a possible correlation. The 
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apparent correlation between enhancement commencement 

and the discontinuity in 'cloud amount, as observed at 

Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the  continuous cloud amount conditions 

observed during enhancement termination. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Halifax Commencing  

June 3, 0500 LT, Terminating June 3, 0800 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 0500 LT and terminating at 0800 LT on 

June 3. An examination of the available meteorological 
- 

data surrounding the commencement of this enhancement 

reveals no significant discontinuities in cloud ceiling 

and sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, 

and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in 

relative humidity and temperature are observed at 

Sable Island and Eddy Point. No significant discon-

tinuities in cloud amount are observed at Sable Island. 

A significant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed 

at Shcarwater and Eddy Point. Significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity and temperature are observed at 

Shearwater. 

An examination of the available meteorological data 

for the time interval surrounding the termination of this 

enhancemenb reveals no significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy' 

Point. No significant discontinuities in relative 

humidity are observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. 

No significant discontinuities in cloud ceiling are 

observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. No signifi-

cant discontinuities in temperature are observed at 

Eddy Point.. -I'A significant disContinuity in cloud 

aMount is observed at all three meteorological observ-

ation facilities. A significant discontinuity in 

temperature is observed at Sable Island and Shear- 

water. A significant diSContinuity in relative humidity, 

is observed at Sable Island. A significant discontinuity:. 
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in relative humidity,  as observed at Shearwater, may 

be assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous relative humidity conditbns observed 

during enhancement termination. The apparent correlation _ _ 
between enhancement termination and the discontinuity 

in cloud amount, as observed at Sable Island, may be 
- 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous cloud amount conditions observed during 

enhancement commencement. The apparent correlation ,  

between enhancement termination and the discontinuity 

in cloud ceiling,'as observed at Eddy Point, may be 

assumed to bè merely coincidental because of the continuous 

cloud ceiling  conditions observed during enhancement 

commencement. The apparent -correlation between enhancement 

termination and the discontinuity in temperatnre l as 

observed at Sable Island, may also be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous temperature 

conditions observed during enhancement commencement. 

cloud ceiling is observed at Eddy Point. 

The discontinuity in cloud amount at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point,  indicates a 

possible correlation. The discontinuity in temperature 

at both the commencement and termination of this 

enhancement,asobserved at Shearwater/ also indicates a 

possible correlation. The apparent correlation between 

enhancement termination and the discontinuity in 

relative humidity, as observed at Sable Island,may be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous relative humidity conditions observed during 

enhancement commencement. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement , commencerrent and .the discontinuity 

• Enhancement  in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  

June,14, 1800 LT, Terminating  rune  15, 0900 LT  •, 

An enhancement in PropagatiOn is observed at Seaview 
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commencing at 1800 LT on June 14 and terminating at 0900 LT 

• on June 15. An eXamination of the available meteorological 

: data for the time interval surrounding,the commencement 

of:this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities -

in temperature at .Sable Island, Shearwater  and  Eddy 

.Point. -NO significant discontinuities in relative 

:humidity and  sa  level pressure. are observed at 

Sable Island and Shearwater. No significant.discontinuities, 

in cloud:ceiling are observed at Sable Island and Eddy 

Point. No significant discontinuities in cloud amount 

are  observed at Shearwater. A significant discontinuity 

in'cloud amount is observed at Sable  Island. andEddy 

Point.. Significant_discontinuitieb in relative humidity 

and sea level pressure are observed at Eddy - Point: 

A significant discontinuity in - cloud ceiling is observed 

at -Shearwater.  
An examination of the availablemeteorological - 

:data for the time interval surrOunding the termination - 

Of this' ,- enhanceMent. reveals no 'Significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and 

Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in relative 

humidity and temperature are observed at Sable Island 

and Shearwater. -  :'No Significant - discontinuities in 

cloud amount are observed at Shearwatér and Eddy Point. 

No significant.discàntinuities ln cloud ceiling are 

observed at Shearwatér. A significant discontinuity 

.in cloùd ceiling':1S.difolgm?rved - at Sable Island and Eddy . 

Point. Significaht discontinuities in. relative humidity 

' and temperature are - observed at Eddy Point. A significant 

- (71iscontinuity in cloud amount is Observed.at Sable Island. 

The 'discontinuity in relative - humidity at both the ' 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as - 

observed at Eddy Point, indicates a -possible correlation. 

The discontinuity in Cloud amount at both the commencement 

.',à.nd termination of this enhancement ;  as observed at 

Sable Island,'also indicates a' possible correlation.  The , 

apparent côrrelation between enhancement termination and 



disContinuity:in,d1Oud:ceiling, as observed at, 

and Eddy Point» maYbe assumed to be:Merely 

coincidentalbeCause of the dontinuousclouà ceiling 

:conditionsObserved dUring enhancement -cOmmencement. . . 
The apparentccorrelationetWeenenhancement commencement 

the'  

Sable Island 

and :thedisdontinuitièS. in -Croud.amount and sea'leVel'. 

pressure,as observed at Eddy Point, may be assumed to 

be merely coincidental because of the continuous cloud 

amount and sea level pressure conditions observed during 

enhancement termination. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement commencement and the discontinuity 

in cloud ceiling, as observed at Shearwater, maY be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of 

continuous cloud ceiling conditions observed 

enhancement termination. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement termination and the discontinûi - 

in temperature, as observed at Eddy'Pàint, may also 
- 

assumed to be merely cdincidental because of the 

continuous temperature- conditions observed during 

enhancement commencernen 

Enhancem-ent in  Propagation at Ha -,Lif. a-x  CommênIng  

(D'une 15, •60014T, TerMinating Jüne 15» 2100 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 1600 LT and terminating at 2100 LT on 

June 15. An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and 

Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in relative 

humidity are observed at Sable Island and Eddy Pàint. 



No SignifiCant diScontinuities -in cloud amount.are 

-..bbsérved at Shearwatér and.Eddy.Point. No SignifiCant'-:: 

- -" 
Sable  Island and .Shearwater. :A significant disOontinuity 

in Cloud peiling . is observed at all three meteorOlogical 

observation facilities. A significant discontinuity 

in relative humidity is observed at Shearwater 

A significant discontinuity in cloud amount is 

ab  Sable Island. A significant discontinuity in 

temperature is observed at Eddy Point. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in temperature and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant discon- 

tinuities in relative humidity are observed at Sable 

Island  and Eddy Point 1\1(3 sighifidantdiscontinuitieS 

in cloud amount and cloud ceiling are observed at 

Shearwater. Significant discontinuities in cloud 

amount and cloud ceiling are-Observed at Sable 

Island and Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

in relative humidity is observed at Shearwater'. 

The discontinuity in cloud ceiling at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point, indicates a 

possible correlation. The discontinuity in relative 

humidity at both the commencement and termination 

this enhancement, as observed at Shearwater, indicates 

a possible correlation. The discontinuity in cloud 

amount at both the commencement and termination of 

this enhancement, as observed at Sable Island, also 

indicates a possible correlation. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement termination and the 

discontinuity in cloud amount, as observed at Eddy 

Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental because 
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of- the continuous cloud amount conditions observed 

during enhancement commencement. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement commencement and the discdntinuity 
.in cloud ceiling, a8 obserVed at Shearwater, may be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 
continuous.cloud ceiling conditions observed during 

enhancement termination. The apparent correlation 

between enhanCement .  commencement and the discontinuity 

in temperature, as observed at Eddy Point, may also 

be assumed to be merely coincidental because of the-
continuous temperature conditions observed during 

enhancement termination. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  
June 16, 0300 LT, Terminating June 16, 0800 LT  

An enhançement in propaq- ation is observed at 

Seaview . coinilencing-  at 0300 LT and terminating at 

0800 LT  on  June 16.. An examination of the available 

. meteorological  data for the time interVal surrounding: 

the  commencement ofthiSenhancement reveals no significant 

cliscontinuities in.sea level pressure at Sable  Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy.Point. No significant discontinuities 
in relative 7:fiumidity and temperature are observed'• 
at Sable Island and Shearwater. No significant 

'Aisdontinuities in . cloud amount - are observed at 

Shearwater and Eddy Pàint. No significant discontinuities 
in cloud :ceiling are observed àt Shearwater. A 
significant discontinuity in cloud ceiling is observed : 

 at Sable Island and Eddy Point. Significant discon-

tinuities in relative himidity and cloud ceiling are 
observed at Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

'in cloud amount iSobserved at Sable Island. 



An examination of  •the available meteorological data 

for the time interval surrounding the termination of 

thiS enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in temperature and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant discon-

tinuities in relative humidity are observed at Sable 

Island and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 

in cloud amount are observed at Shearwater. A significant 

discontinuity in cloud ceiling is observed at all 

three meteorological observation facilities. A 

significant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed 

at Sable Island and Eddy Point. A significanb 

discontinuity in relative humidity is observed at 

Shearwater. 

The discontinuity in cloud ceiling at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, 

as observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point, indicates 

a possible correlation. The discontinuity in cloud 

amount and both the commencement and termination of _ 
this enhancement; as observed at_Sable Island, also 

indicates a possible correlation. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement termination and the 

discontinuities in relative humidity and cloud ceiling, 

as observed at Shearwater, may be assumed to be merely 

coincidental because of the continuous relative 

humidity and cloud ceiling conditions observed during 

enhancement commencement. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement commencement and the discontinuities 

in relative humidity and temperature, as observed at 

Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous relative humidity and 

temperature conditions observed during enhancement 

termination. The apparent correlation between 

enhancement termination and the discontinuity in 

cloud amount, as observed at Eddy Point, may also be 

assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous cloud amount conditions observed during 
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enhancement commencement. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Halifax ComMencing  

June 19, 1200 LT, Terminating June 20, 0500 .LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at.Halifax 

commencing at 1200 LT on June 19 and terminating 

at 0500 LT on June 20. - An examination  of, the  available 

meteorologicalidata for the time interval surrounding 

the 'commencement of this enhancement reveals no 

significant discontinnities in cloud ceiling and sea 

level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and Eddy 

Point. No significant discontinuities" in temperature 

arè observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point. No 

significan -t-discontinuities in relative humidity are -

observed at Sable Island. A significant discontinuity . 

in cloud amount is observed at-all three meteorological 

observation facilities. A significant discontinuity 

in relative hUmidity is observed at Shearwater  and 'Eddy  

Point. A significant discontinuity in temperature 

is observed at - Shearwater. - - 

' An examination ofthe:aVailable meteorological 

data for the tiMe interVal sürrOunding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 
\ 

in relative humidity, temperature, .and sea level pressure 
at Sable Island, Shearwater .  and Eddy Point. No 

signifiant disbontinuities in cloud ceiling are 

observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. No significant 

discontinuities in cloud amount_are observed at Shearwater: 

A significant discontinnity in clond aMOunt is observed 

at Sable Island and Eddy Point. A significant discon-

tiniiity in 'clOud ceiling is observed at Eddy Point. 

The discontinuity in cloud:amount at both the . 
commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 
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observed  rat  Sable Island and EddyPoint, indicates a 

possible correlation. The apparent correlation 

between enhancement commencement and the discontinuities 

in relative humidity, cloud amount, and temperature, 

as observed at Shearwater, may be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous 

relative humidity,cloud amount, and temperature 

conditions obServed'during enhancement termination. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement commence-

ment and the discontinuity in relative humidity, as 

observed at Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely 

coincidental because of the continuous relative 

humidity conditions observed during enhancement term-

ination. The apparent correlation between enhancement 

termination and the discontinuity in cloud ceiling, 

as observed at Eddy Point, may also be assumed to be 

merely coincidental because of the continuous cloud 

ceiling conditions observed duringvenhancement -

commencement. 

Enhancement inPropagation.at'Seaview Commencing . 

Llune 19, 1200 LT,.Terrilinating June- 20»-0400 LT  

An enhancement.in propagation is observed at 

. Seaview commencing.at 1200 LT on - June 19 and terminating, 

at 0400 LT'on June 20.- An examination .of the available 

meteorological  data for the time interval surrounding 

- the commencement .of this enhancement reveals no signifi-

cant discontinuities . in clotild ceiling and sea level 

pressure at i Sable:ISland, ShearWater, and Eddy Point. 

No significant discontinuities.in temperature are 

observed at:Sable Island and Eddy Point. No significant . 

 discontinuities in relative humidity are observed - 

• at Sable Island. A significant discontinuity in. - 

cloud amount •is observed at all three metoeorological 

observation facilities. A significant discontinuity 

in relative humidity is observed at Shearwater  and  
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and Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity in 

temperature is observed at Shearwater. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termina-

lion of this enhancement reveals no significant 

discontinuities in relative humidity, temperature, • 

and sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, 

and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuites in 

cloud ceiling are observed at Sable Island and 

Shearwater. No significant discontinuities in cloud 

amount are observed at Shearwater. A significant 

discontinuity in cloud amount is observed at Sable 
• 

Island and Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

in cloud ceiling is observed at Eddy Point. 

The discontinuity in Cloud amount at both the 

commencement and termination of this enhancement, as 

observed at Sable Island and Eddy  Po-±,  indicates a 

possible correlation. The apparent correlation 

between enhancementfddmmenceMept,and.the discon- 

tinuities in relative humidity, cloud amount, and 

temperature, as observed at Shearwater, may be assumed 

to be merely coincidental because of the continuous 

relative humidity, cloud amount, and temperature 

conditions  -observed during enhancement termination. 

The apparent correlation between enhancment commencement 

.and the disàontinuities in relative humidity,  as 

observed. at Eddy Point, may  be-assumed to be merely 

•coincidental because of the continuous relative 

humidity conditions observed during enhancement 

termination. The apparent correlation between 

•enhancemen -t.termination and the discontinuity in 

cloüd ceiling, as observed at Eddy Point, may also 

be -  assumed to - pe merely coincidental becauseof the 

continuous* cloud Ceiling conditions observed during 

enhanceMenttermination.,i 



-Shearwater.-  

An examination - of:the aVailable-  meteorological• 

, 

 

data: for the-time:interval surrounding the termination 

of thiS enhancement - reveals no significant discontinuities 

in:cloud amoUnt; , 'olciud ceiling, temperature, and sea • 

. level  pressure  at Sable Island-, Shearwater, and Eddy: 

Point. No significant disContinuities in relative 

.:meteorologicaldata.for thé time interval surrounding 

the commencement of this enhancement reveals no 
. _ 

:significant discontinuities.in  sea'level pressure . . 

at  Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No 

significant discontinuitiesin relative humidity and 

.-teMperature arè observed at Sablé Island and Shearwater. 

No significant discontinuities in cloud ceiling are 

observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point. No signifi-

cant discontinuities in cloud amount are observed at 

Sable Island. A signficant discontinuitv in cloud 

amount is observed at Shearwater  and Eddy Point. 
- 

Significant discontinuities in relative humidity and 

temperature , are observed at Eddy Point. A signifi-

cant discontinuity in cloud ceiling is observed at 
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'Enhancement in Propagation at Halifax Commencing  

June 20, 19.00LT, Terminating Juhé 20, 2200 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at 

Halifax commending=àt..1900 LT and terminating at 

2200 LTHôn June 2 0:: lAn  eXamination of the available 

hubidity are.observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point. 

A significant discontinuity in relative humidity is 

observed at Shearwater. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement 

commencement and the discontinuity in cloud amount, as 

observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point, may be assumed 

to be merely coincidental because of the continuous 
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cloud amount conditions observed during enhancement 

termination. The apparent correlation between enhance-

ment commencement and the discontinuities in relative 

humidity and temperature, as observed at Eddy Point, 

may be assumed to be merely coincidental because of 

the continuous relative humidity and temperature 

conditions observed during enhancement termination. 

ThP apparent correlation between enhancement commencement 

• and the discontinuity in cloud ceiling, as observed 

at Shearwater, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous cloud ceiling conditions 

observed during enhancement termination. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement termination and the 

discontinuity in relative humidity, as observed at 

Shearwater, may also be assumed to be merely coin-

cidental because of the continuous relative humidity 

conditions observed during enhancement commencement. 

Enhancement in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  

June 20, 1800 LT, Terminating June 20, 2200 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Seaview 

commencing at 1800 LT and terminating at 2200 LT on 

June 20. An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater and 

Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in relative 

humidity, cloud amount, and cloud ceiling are observed 

at Sable Island and Eddy Point. No significant 

discontinuities in temperature are observed at Sable 

Island and Shoarwater. Significant discontinuities in 

relative humidity, cloud amount, and cloud ceiling are 

observed at Shearwater. A significant discontinuity 

in temperature is observed at Eddy Point. 



An examination of the available meteorological 
data for the time interval surrounding,the termination 
of this enhancement reveals no signifcant discon-
tinuities in cloud amount, cloud ceiling, temperature, 
and sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, 
and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities in 
relative humidity are observed .  at Sable Island and 
Eddy Point. A signficant discontinuity in relative 
humidity is observed at Shearwater. 

The discontinuity in relative humidity at both 
the commencement'and.termination, Of-this enhancemen - _ 
as , observed,at Shearwater, indicates a possible 

:Correlation-The'aPparent cOrreiation between 
enhancèment.commencementand the - discontinuities in 
cloud amoUnt and c101id ceiling,.as observed at :. 

.Shearwater,may bè'assumed tb -be:itierely coincidental 
bedause oftheContinuoiàs .  cloud am .d>iint and olOud 

.•.- . 
Ceiling Conditions':ObServed dUring enhancement 
terminatiOrG .TheaPparent.correlation between:enhance-, 
ment commencement and the  di:SContinuity in temperature, 
as observed  at  Eddy  Point  irtay - also  be  assumed to be 

; merely obincidental beàause of the càntinuous temperature 
cànditionsH' obseted during enhancemenÉ terraination. 

Enhancement in - prOPagation_at Halifax CommenCing 
June .24,'0600 LT, Terminating JUne 24, -  1000 LT  

- An enhancement in propagation is observed - at - 
Halifax commencing at. 0600 LT and terminating at 1000 - LT 

'on June,24. An examination  of the  available meteorological 
data for the  time interval surrounding the commence- - 
ment of , this enhancement.reveals-.no-significant - 
discontinuities in cloud ceiling  and  sea level pressure 
at Sable Island, Shearwater'and Eddy Point. No 
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significant discontinuities in relative humidity and 

cloud ceiling- are observed at Sable Island and Eddy 

Point. No Significant discontinuities in cloud amdunt 

are observed -at Eddy ,Point. Significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity:and temperature are observed 

at Shearwater and Eddy Point. A significant dis- 
‘: - 

continuity incloud amount-is observed at Sable' 

:Island and Sheârwater. 

An examination-of .the available meteorlogical data 

.for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this.enhanCement again reveals no significant 

discontinuities in cloud ceiling and sea level pressure 

at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy Point. No 

significant discontinuities in relative humidity ,are 

observed at Eddy Point. No significant discon- 

- tinuities in cloud amount are . observed-at Sable Island. 

Significant discontinuities in relative humidity and - 
temperature are observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

A significant discontinùity in cloud amount is observed 

at Shearwater.anft.Eddy Point. 

- The discontinuities in relatiVe:humidity, cloud _ . 
amount, and:temperature at both the commencement and 

termination  of  this enhancement, as observed at Shear- 
. 

- water, indicate possible correlations. The apparent 

correlation 7between enhancement termination and the 

discontinuities - in relative humidity and.temperature, 

as  observed at_Sable Island, may be assumed to be' 

merely coincidental because of the continuous relative 

humidity and -temperature conditions observed during 

enhancement,commencement. - The apparent correlation 

between enhancement commencement and the discontinuities 

in relative.humidity and temperature, as observed 

at Eddy Point, may be assumed to be merely coincidental 

because of the Continuous relative humidity and temperature. 
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conditions observed during enhancement termination. 

The apparent correlation between enhancement commence-

ment and the discontinuity in cloud amount, as 

observed at Sable Island, may be assumed to be merely 

coincidental because of the continuous cloud amount 

conditions observed during enhancement termination. 

The• apparent correlation between enhancement termination 

and the discodtinuity in cloud amount, as observed 

at Eddy Point, may also be assumed to be merely 

coincidental because of the continuous cloud amount 

conditions observed during enhancement commencement. 

'EnhanceMent -  in Propagation at Seaview Commencing  

:June : 24, -0400LT*Terminating June 24, 1200 •LT  

.»An:énhancement in propagation,isobserved at' 

, 1200'IrT on June.24. An examination-of the available 

MeteorOlogiCalciata for the time:interval surrounding . - 
thecommendeMent:Of:thiS enhancement _reveals no 

. -significantfdiScôntinuities-in cloud . ceiling and sea 

level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, and Eddy 

;Point: No significant discontinuitieb in relative 

jiumidity - are 'observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

No signifidantdiscontinuities in temperature are: : :, 

observed at  Sable Islandand Eddy Point. No 

:significant-discontinuities in cloud amount are observed 

at Eddy Point . A significant discontinuity in cloud_ 

.amount is_Observed at Sable Island and Shearwater. 

A' signifidant,discontinuity in relative humidity. is 

observed at Eddy Point; A significant discontinuity : , . . 
in temperature  • S observed at Shearwater. 

Seaview domménding at 0400 I211 .and terminating at Seaview domménding at 0400 . 1,T.and terminating at 
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An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 
of this enhancement reveals no significant discon-
tinuities in relative humidity, cloud ceiling, and sea 
level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater and Eddy 
Point. No significant discontinuities in temperature 
are observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point. No 

significant discontinuities .in cloud amount are observed 
at Shearwater. A significant discontinuity in cloud 
amount is observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point. 

A significant discontinuity in temperature is  observed 
at Shearwater. 

ClOud-amount.atboth the: 
- CommendeffientlanaterMinatiOn of thiS enhancement, 
as obsérveCUat Sable Island,  .indicatéS a -possible 

.CorrelatiOnThe.diSContinuity.in temperature 

-a -b.bothYthe commencement and,.-terMination of: this 

enhancement»as- ..bbSerVed -  at Shearwaterialsb indicateS • • . • • . . , . 
a possible correlation. The apparent correlation 
between enhancement commencement and the discontinuity 

in relative humidity, as observed at Eddy Point, may 

be assumed to be merely coinCidental because of the 
continuous relative humidity conditions observed 

during enhancement termination. The apparent correlation 
between enhancement commencement and the discontinuity 
in cloud amount, as observed at Shearwater, may be 
assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous cloud amount coriditions observed during . 
enhancement termination. The apparent correlation 
between enhancement termination and the discontinuity 

in cloud amount as observed at Eddy Point, may also 

be assumed to be merely coincidental because of the 

continuous cloud amount conditions observed during 

enhancement commencement. 

- 
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s E;nhandement:1n  Propagation  at Seaview Commending  

:June 24i . :1,00 LT; TerMinating-Jùne 25, 0200 LT ' 

of the available meteorological •  

'An enhançement in'propagation . .is'observed at Seaview 

:-commencing at:l600 LT-On June 24 and terminating at - „ 
_0200LT on Junè'25. - An examination of the available 

Meteorological data for the Lime  interval surrounding 

the :commencement of this enhancement reveals no 

signifidant.discontinuities in relative humidity, 

'clOud Ceiling,  and  sea-level pressure'at Sable Island, 
,,•.. 

Shearwater and Eddy Point. No significant discon-

tinuities in cloud amount and temperature are observed 

Eddy Point. SighWicant discontinuities in cloud 

amount and temperature are observed at Sable Island and 

Sheàrwater. 

An.examination 

data:for'thei time interVal surrounding the'termination 

.oft.his enhancement:reVéals .n>.:SignificEmt - discon-

tInuitiesin7cloud Ceiling and:Seavel pressure at -j 

Sable -,Island,Shearwatér,'andEddy Point. No 

significantydisContinuitienHrelative hùmidity 

and temperature are'obsérved at Sable Island and 

Shearwater.- A :igr4fidant,discbnti.nuity in cloud amount _ 
observed 'atall:tnree meteorological observation: • _ • 

.:facilities. - -Significant discontinuities in relative . 

' huMidity and  temperature are observed at Eddy Point. ' 

The diScontinuityin cloud - amount at both the . 

'comMencemntand termination  of  this enhancement, . 

as obserVed at Sable Island  and Shearwater, indicates, 

a possible Correlation .- -  The apparent correlation 

.1:jetween enhanceffient-comMenceffient and the discontinuity - 

in temperature,: as observed at - Sable Island and 

Shearwater, may be assumed to-be merely coincidental 

because of the continuous teMperature conditions observed 

during enhancement termination: The apparent 

- .correlation betWeen enhancement termination and the 

 discontinuities  in relative  humidity, cloud affiount;  and  
_ 



temperature,_ as observedat  Eddy Point,  May alSobe- . _ 

assumed - to be -merélydOincidéntà1 becaUSe  of  the 
continubus relative humidity,- .àloud;:miplmt,...and 

• • . , , • • 

temperature conditions'.observed-duringenhanceMent 

commencement. 

\ 
• Enhancement,.in Propagation ,at Halifax Commencing, 

June 25, 1000 LT,' TerMinating JUne 25 i  .1200 LT: 

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Halifax 

commencing at 1000 LT and terminating at 1200 LT 

on June 25. An examination of the available meteorological 
data for the time interval surrounding the commencement 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in sea level pressure at Sable Island, Shearwater, 

and Eddy Point. No significant discontinuities 

in relative humidity and temperature are observed at 

Sable  Island and Shearwater. No significant discon-

tinuities in cloud ceiling are observed at Sable 
. . . 

Island and Eddy Point. No significant-discontinuities 

in cloud amount are observed at Sable Islan d . 
significant discontinuity in cloud amount is observed 

at,Shearwater and Eddy Point. Significant discon-

tinuities  in relative  humidity and temperature are 

observed at Eddy Point. A significant discontinuity 

in temperature is observed at Shearwater. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and sea level pressure at Sable Island, 

Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant discontin-
uities in relative humidity and temperature are observed 

at Sable Island and Shearwater. No significant 

discontinuities in cloud amount are observed at 

Shearwater. A significant discontinuity in cloud amount 
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is observed at Sable Island and Eddy Point. Signifi. 

cant discontinuities in relative humidity and temperature 

are observed  ai Eddy Point. - 

The discontinuities in relative humidity,. cloud , 
amount, and temperature at'both the commencement and -

termination of this enhancement, as observed at Eddy 

Point, indicate a possible correlation. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement-commencement and- , 

the discontinuities in cloud amount and cloud ceiling, 

• as observed at Shearwater, may . be  assumed to be merely 

Coincidental because of the continuous cloud amount 

and cloud ceiling conditions observed during enhancement 

termination. The apparent correlation between enhance-

ment termination and the discontinùity  in  cloud amount, 

as observed at Sable Island, may also be assumed . to' 

be merely coincidental bedauseof the continùous 

cloud amount conditions observed_during enhancemerit 

commencement.  

Enhancement ln  Propagation  at  Halifax  Commending  

June 26, 01WLT; Terminating June 26,_0400 LT  

An.enhanceMent in propagation is observed at I .' 

Halifax comMencinglat 0100 LT and terminating _ 

0400 LT  on.  June 26. An examination of the available . 

meteorological data for the time interval surrounding'. 

the 'commencement of this enhandement reveals no„ . 

significant -discontinuities in relative humidity and 

cloud amount at . Shearwater and Eddy Point.. • No signifi-

cant discontinuities in cloud ceiling-;.-temperatüre, 

and sea level pressure are observed at ShearWater. 

No:significant discontinuities in temperature are 

observed at Sable Island. Significant discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and sea level pressure are'observed _ . 
at Sable Island and Eddy  Pont.  Significant discon,- 

tinuities in relative humidity and cloud amount-are 
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( 41> observed 'at Sable Island. A significant discon-

tin.uity in temperature is observed at Eddy Point. 
An examinai- ion  of the a.vailable meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the terminatio n 

 of this enhancement reveals no significa.nt discon-
tinuities in sea level pressure at Sable Island, 
Shearwater, aAd Eddy Pàint. No significant discon-

tinuities in relative humidity, cloud amount, and - 
cloud ceiling are observed at Shearwater and Eddy 

Point. No signifiCant discontinuities in sea level - 
pressure are observed at Shearwater. A significant 

discontinuity in sea level pressure is observed at 
Sable Island and Eddy' Point. Significant discon- _ 

•tinuities in relative humidity, cloud amount, and - 
- 

• 
„ 

• cloud ceiling are - observed at Sable Island. - • 

The dibcontinuity in sea level pressure at both 
the commencement . and termination  of  this enhancement, 
as obser -ved at Sable Island and Eddy Point, indiCates a 

. _ . 
possible correlation . , The'discontinuities in relative 

cloud amoun -b.. -,.. and;C1Cnid . deiling at 
the commenceMent .  a.n.d2 termination 6f this enhancement; 
as observed at Sable Island, also indicate a 'p6ssible 

correlation. The apparent corr é lation between  • ; 

enhancement commencement and the discontinuities 

in cloud ceiling and temperature, as observed at Eddy 

Point, may be assumed to be merely c6incidental because 
- of the continuous cloud ceiling and temperature 

conditions observed during enhancement termination. 

Enhancemen.t in Propagation -at Sea.view Commencin.g  
June 26, 0300 LT, Terminating June 26, 0600 LT  

An enhancement in propagation is observed at Seaview 

commencing at 0300 LT and terminating at 0600 LT on - 

June 26. An examination of the available meteorological 
data for  the  time interval surrounding the commencement 
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of this enhancement reveals no significant discon-

tinuities in cloud ceiling and temperature at Sable 

Island, Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No significant 
discontinuities in relative humidity and cloud amount 
are observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. No signifi-

cant discontinuities in sea level pressure are observed 

at Shearwater. A significant discontinuity in Sea ; 
level pressure is observed at Sable Island and Eddy 

Point. Significant discontinuities in relative 

humidity and cloud amount are observed at Sable Island. 

An examination of the available meteorological 

data for the time interval surrounding the termination 

of this enhancement reveals no significant discontinuities 

in cloud amount, temperature, and sea level pressure 

ab Sable Island, Shearwater, and Eddy Point. No 

significant discontinuities in relative humidity are 

observed at Shearwater and Eddy Point. No significant 

Sable Island and ,Sheaxwater.Aisignificant . disccintinuity 
in 

- - _ 
relative : humidityobserved,- at . _ . _  Island A   

SignifiCant:discontihuity in.cloud-ceilingis .  observed 

'at-Eddy Point. 

•The.discontinuity'in ±elativehp.midity at bôth the 

commencement and  termination of thiS enhancement, as 
; Observed at- Sable Island; indièàtes.apossible 

correlatiàn; - The apparent:Correiation between enhanCe-

ment commencement and the discontinuity in sea:leVel' 

: pressure, as observed' at Sable Is land and Eddy Point, 

may be assumed to be - Merely cOincidental beCause of. the 

continuous sea level' pressure conditions  Observed 

during enhancement termihation.  The  apparent 

• correlation between énhancement'commencement  and the 

discontinuity.in  cloud amount,_as observed at Sable 

Island,' may beassumed to .be merely coincidental • 

because of the continuous clOud ambunt conditions 

- . 
discontinuities in cloud ceiling are observed at discontinuities in clOud ceiling,are,observed at discontinuities in clOud ceiling,àre observed at 
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observéd , during enhanCement termination. The apparent 

correlation between enhancement termination and the 

:discontinuity in cloud ceiiing,,as Observed at Eddy 

Pont,  may also be aSsumed tb be merely côincidental 

'because of.the:continubus cloud . ceiling conditions' 

observed'during enhancement commencement. 
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APRENDIX C >  

by W.D:':RaWle 

A Güide to AtMospheriC Environment Service  

'Document 63-2322 Surface Weather Records  

•  The purpose of this  appendix-is to explain the: 
, 

method.by  which meteorOlogical.data, which is . 

employed in this project, is extracted from the 

63-2322 Surface Weather Record,(which is the :primary 

record of . meteorological  surface  observations made:: 

by -Atmospheric Envirànment Service facilities in ' 

Canada)) . Each.meteorological parameter employed in 

this  project will be'itemized'and a discussion of 

its origins will follow. 

DATE - TIME 

To  determine theHadtual:time.ofoCcurance of , 

 the  observed metebrologiCal'Conditions, refer to 

COLUMN 28 and COLUMNI29. -  The date and time are 

recorded ' as  GREENWICH MEANIUME,.. To obtain ATLANTIC 

. The relative humidity, expressed as a percentage,. 

is found in COLUMN 24.. 

CLOUD AMOUNT 

- The:cloud amount, expressed in - tenths  of 'the  sky-

covered by cloudi is found in COLUMN -26. An "X" - 

denotes the .skV 'to be completely covered by oloUd;', 

1°/10 -- . 

CLOUD CEILING 

The-cloud ceiling is obtained from COLUMN 30, Sky 

Condition, Each group .of nuMbers in column 30 

represents the height abOve the obserVing station. 
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of a cloud layer aloft, or, in the case of a surface 

based layer, the vertical visibility into that layer. 

.Each group of numbers is followed by a layer classi -

fication abbreviation. These abbreviations are 

follows: 

-
.:he sky condition . when-,;: 

- ;.no-cloUd or-obscuring , . 
phenomerion is present:: 

A surface based layer 
with a summation opacity 
of 1/10 but-less than:,10/10. 

SCT Scattered A layer  aloft With a 
summation amount of . 

5/10 or less. 

BKN Bï.oken A layer - aloft with a 
summation -amount of 6/10 
to 9/10 inclusive. - 

A 1ayer: - :à1oft'with a: 
summation - amount .of-.10/10*. 

Occasionally a thin cloild laYer is observed, 

thin cloud'layerisone which coVers'a.portion Of 

the sky but-ïs:partially-transparent.:_The Condition: -  
_ _• 

is_denoted - by SOT, BKN, or.pVC:: •. 
- The'termsummationopacity.:represents  the portion,  

in tenths .cifthe.whole sky, Concealed-by clqud . layers 

at and below a -  giVen level. Summation amount represents 

the amolint i  in tenths' of the whole sky, - covered - by' 
cloud layer at andipelow that level. 
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The cloud ceiling is defined as the lesser of : 

(a) the height above ground of the base of the 

lowest layer aloft, at which the summation 

opacity is 6/10 or more of the whole sky. 

(b) the vertical visibility in a surface based 

layer Which completely obscures the whole 

sky. 

The layer at which the cloud ceiling is observed 

is denoted by a Single- letter directly preceding - 

. the height of that ,layer. 'The .1etter. indicatès the 

ceiling classification, - the method by which the cloud 

'ceiling was determined. 

For layers aloft: 

ABBREVIATION CLASSIFICATION 

measured 

A - aircraft 

balloon 

estimated 

For, surface' based layers which completely obscure 

the 'sky: 

CLASSIFICATION 

aircraft 

precipitation 

-indefinite 

Therefore, to obtain the cloud ceiling from 

COLUMN 30, the cloud layer which comprises the 

is identified. • It is the cloud layer height preceded 

by one of the above ceiling classification abbreviations 

The corresponding number group represents the 

height of the cloud ceiling in hundreds of feet. 

ceiling 
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TEMPERATURE 

The surfacé  temperature, otherwise known as the 

dry-bulb temperature, is recorded in:both units and 

:tenths of degrees Celsius and in whole degrees 

Celsius. This information iS' › located in COLUMN 34. 

SEA LEVEL PRESSURE 

The corrected sea level pressure is found in 

COLUMN 33. It is recorded in millibars and tenths 

with the initial  9:orT  10 and the decimal point 

omitted. 

SIG MET 

*Weather:and ObstructionSto Vision. 

"Sig Met",significant meteorologibal occurances' 

may.be  found in COLUMN32. 'Each'wéather phenomenom 
- 

is abbreviated and tabulated_as tolits type and 
- 

intensityEach weathertypeïS:abbreviated  as 

follows: 

Weather Phenomena and SyMbois 

GENERAL CATEGORY -SPECIFIC-PHENOMENA 

TOrnadoes:and _ 
Thunderstorms 

Precipitation 

-Tornado 
Wa.terspbut 
Funnel Cloud 
Thunderstorm - 

Rain 
Rain Shower 
Drizzle _ 
Freezing Rain 
Freezing Drizzle 
Snc»..7 

Tornado 
Waterbpout-
Funnel;Cloud' 

T+ 

RW7-,RW-,RW,RW+ 

Snow Grains 
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-SPECIFIC PHENOMENA '.SYMBOLS  

Ice Crystals 
Ice Pellets 
Ice Pellet Showers 
Snow Showers 
Snow Pellets 
Hail 

IC 
IP--,IP-,IP,IP+ 
IPW--,IPW-,IW,IPW+ 
SW--,SW-,SW,SW+ 
SP--,SP-,SP,SP+ 

Obstructions to 
Vision (6 miles or 
less) 

:Yog 
Ice Fog 

- 
. Smoke , 
;31owing-Snow-
Blowing'Sand' 
BloWing Dust 

.1Dust Haze:. 

The  - intensity indicatorsassociated with each 

abbreviation, are interpreted as follows: 

11+ 11, 

.11 .11 - 

• 11_ 11  

heavy 

moderate 

light 

very light 

A more detailed explanation of any or all of the 

above meteorological conditions mav be found in the 

"Manual of Surface Weather Observations, MANOBS," 

available by Mail from 

The Assistant Deputy Minister 
Atmospheric Environment Service 
4905 Dufferin Street 
Downsview, Ontario 
M3H 5T4 

. F 
IF 

H 
- K 
BS 
BN 
BD 
D 
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"Some Calculations of Expeàted Signal Levels for the Sable Island 

to mainland Nova . Scotia Paths"(a preliminary Report) 

Principal Investigator: W.P. Lonc, Saint Mary's University, VE1SMU 

Research Assistant:  W.D. Rawle, Technical University of Nova Scotia, 

VElAWS. 

Report Date: December 31, 1982 

IntrOduction:  Data obtained from on-going studies On the long 

trans-horizon salt-water paths between Sable Island and mainland 

Nova Scotla are eventually intended to be explained, if possible, 

on the basis of available propagation models. To this end, several 

calculations are presented in this preliminary report. The calcu-

lations are made on the basis of the folloWing: 

1. Free-space model. 

2. Free-space model as modified according to Bullington's method. 

3. Method given by Sofaer and Starkiequivalént-distance method).. 

Two paths are considered in our calculations: between Sable and 

Halifax, and between Sable and Seaviewlsee Figures :1 to 3 for ap- 

propriate maps). The frequencies relevanttp_our calculations are 

148MHz, 432MHz, and 1296MHz. --- Only nominal values for the various 

. quantites, such as antenna ,gain, antenna efficiency, power outpUt, 

etc., are used in our calculations. In all cases, it is assUmed that 

the calculations are independent of pàlarization. The calculations 

are given in detail in Appendix A. 

The objective of these calculations is to obtain approximate , . . 
values of expected signal levels for each of the various sets Of con- . , 
ditions associated with each of the three 'models'. A summary of 

the results of the calculations is given in Table a. Maps showing 

relative geographical placement of transmitting and receiving sites, 

as well as sketches showing'antenna héights and line-of-sight pro-

files are given in Figures 1 - to 5.. 
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Brief Summaries of the Three Methods  

1. Free Space model: This is a standard model, for which the 

path-loss« may be Calculated from: • 

p(=36.6 201og
10
f 201og

10
d, (in db) 

where f=frequency in MHz 

d=distance in statute miles. 

This model would imply that the antenna gains be given in terms 

of dbi. However, since the antenna gains used in our calculations 

are taken from manufacturers specification sheets where they are 

given in terms of dbd, and since the discfepancy associated with 

using dbd rather than dbi is no more than 3db, and since only 

approximate results are expected in these calculations, then the 

distinction between dbi and dbd is ignored in our 'free-space' 

calculations. _ 

• Presumably, the 'free space' values represent the upper limit ' 

on expected signal level at the receiving site, assuming that no 

additional gain -mechanisms  exi t  along the fiath. • 

2.Bullington's'modification to free-space path loss:this is an 

empirical method, appearing in the form of a graph, pertaining to 
_. 

trans-horizon radio paths, and probably  mord  valid for land rather 

than sea paths. The results are in terms of median signal levels(in 

db) below the free-space value. For the purposes of our calculations, 

this method offers a very simple procedure for obtaining another 

value for the expected signal level on the Sable to mainland paths, 

and, at best, has the status of an 'order of magnitude' calculation. 

-2- 
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3. Sofaer and Stark Mèthod:this methOd was applied to a mixed land 

and sea path , at 560MHz, by Sofaer and Stark. The method accomodates 

a 100% sea path, and was therefore taken to be relevant to our data 

for both the Sable to Halifax and the Sable to Seaview paths: in hoth 

cases, the amount of land in the path is less than 10%, and hence,con- . 

 sidered to be negligible for the purposes Of this .calculation. The 

method was applied only to our data on 432MHz. 

In general, the method enablêd a graphical determination of an . 

leguivalent,distance' given the distances (of  land and sea components) 

and the percent-time that the signal strength would exceed some 

threshold value. In particular, the method was applied to two values 

of • percentage: 1% and 10%. The method also includes correction factorà 

known as 'site-variation-factors', but these were ignored in our cal- . 

culations. Finally, our calculations are baSed'on the 'CCIR curves' 

as reprodùc d in the Sofaer'and Stark Paper, and as applicable to a .: 

transmittin antenna héight of 60m. Although the antenna hàights  on 

 arealmost a factor of two lower, here again,  for the pur-j, 

poses of our calculations, such a difference is taken to be negligible. 
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Results:  The results are summarized in Tablê , l. Column el contains 
expected signal levels(for various configurations relevant to the 

available equipment associated with the current project).'for,free  
space  propagation. At the time of writing, there is no known instance 

of - our data indicating signal levels greater than'free space!. 

Column #2 displays signal levels based on the Bullington modi-

fications as discussed above..These levelS are median values, and 

presnmably averaged over a relatively long period of time. Compari- 

- song of 'the values-  for  case #1 with the results obtained from a 

. statistical analysis of obserVed data for May, 1981 (as reported in 

our preliminary-  Repôrt,'dated . Nov.5/821 .  indicates a factor of five 

differenCe between . the 'Bullington valueUi.e. 0.043uV) and the - 

obàerVed median valueCi.e.:02uV) where it is assumed that the 50% 

value in the Statistical anaq.Y.sis represents the median value. This _ . 
factor( of 5) represents a difference of approximately I4db between 

thel3uIlington - and the observed values. 

Column #3 displays signal levels based on the Sofaer/Stark method 

and represent signal levels that exceed a threshold 1% of the time. 

Column #4 displays similar information, but for a threshold that is 

exàeeded 10% of the time. Case #3 is relevant for comparison with 

our data. On the basis of our data, the Sofaer/Stark predictions are 

thought to compare rather favourably with our data for the past_18 

months, but a statistical analysis of our data is not yet available ,— 

Conclusion:  On the basis of our observations, it would appear that 

both the Bullington and the Sofaer/Stark methods yield expected values 

for signal strength which are thought to be no more than perhaps 15db 

different from observed data on the Sable Island to Halifax path. Only 

the Bullington value .,:pertains to our VHF path(case #1), whereas both 

the Bullington and the SafaerfStark values pertain to our UHF(case #3) 

data. 
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Path description Model calculations of expected signal level in uV 
w m (radiation efficiency=5d% in all cases) Free space Bullington Sofaer/Stark Sofaer/Stark al u 1% threshold 10% threshold 

I48MHz, 180 miles, tx, power = 15w,- . 62 0.043 N/A . N/A 

tx and rx antenna gains=9db each • 

148MHz, 100 miles, tx power=l5W, 110 0,31 N/A N/A 

tx and rx antenna gains=9db each:. 

432MHz, 180 miles, tx power=15W,. 174 0.055 38 
_ 

tx  and rx antenna gains=18db each 

432MHz, 100 miles, tx power=15W, 309 0.55 214 

tx  and rx antenna gains=18db each 

432MHz, 180 -miles,tx power=15W, 22 0.0069 5 0 -,05 

tx  and pc antenna ga.ins=9db each 

432MHZ, 100 miles,tx power=15W, ,.39 0.069 Z7 » 0-.6 
tx  and rX antenna gains=9db'each i.  

1296MHz,  180 miles, tx power=2W, 72' 0.025 N/A N/A 
,-, 2,1 

. tx antenna gain=21db;rXantenna 

gain=27db 

1296MHz, 100 miles,tx power=2W, 141 0.25 N A N/A 
8 . 

tx antenna gain=21db, rx antenna . 

gain=27db. 

column --> 
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Approximate orientation of radiation patterns from three 

VHF beacons located on Sable Island. The half-power beam 

widths are assumed to have a nominal value of 400 . 
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Figure 2  

Approximate orientation of the radiation pattern from - 

the lowIMIF bèacon located on Sable Island. The half-power 

beam width is assumed to have a nominal value of 200 . 
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Approximate orientation of the radiation pattern from 

the high7UHF beacon 4ocated On Sable Island. The half-power 

beam width is assumed to'have'a nominal value of 130 . 
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APPENDIX 

by 

W. D. Rawle 

PART 1: SABLE  ISLAND FREE  SPACE PATH COMPUTATIONS  

Theory: The free space path loss a -is given as: 

a = 36.6 + 20 logio  f 4-20 logio  d 

where f = frequency in MHz 

d = distance in statute miles 

(from "Reference Data for Radio 

5th ed." by TTT,p.26:19) 

Engineers, 

Case 1: Sable,-Halifax VHF  

148 MHZ, 180statute mile path; transmitter power 15 watts, 

tx/rx antenna gain 9dBï(nom), radiation'efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss). 

a = 36.6 + 20 logio  (148 MHz) + 20 logio  (180 miles) = 125 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15ya#e - +11.8.dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

• tx antenna gain +9 dB 

• , .• -125 dB 

rx antenna gain . +9 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) • -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals -101.2 dBW 

= 7.59 X 10 .-11  Watts 

Voltage across 50S2 transmission 

line at rx terminals 61.6pV  • 
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Case 2: Sable-Seaview VHF  

148  MHz, 100 statute_mile path, transmitter power 15 watts', 

tx/rx antenna gain 9 dinom), radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss) 

= 36.6 + 20 logio  (148 + 20 logio  (100 miles) = 120 dB 

• 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) +11.8 dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +9 dB 

Œ -120 dB 

rx antenna gain +9 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals -96.2 dBW 
-10 

= 2.40 X 10 watts 

Voltage across 50S2 transmission 

. line at rx terminals 109.5 pV 

Case 3: Sable-Halifax, Low UHF 

432 114, 180 statiitemilepath, transmitter power 15 watts_ 

tx/rx antenna gain 18 dB:(nom),.radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss) 

= 36.6 + 20 logio  (432 M1-2) + 20 log io  (180 miles) = 134 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) +11.8 dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain . +18 dB 

-134 dB 

rx antenna gain +18 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 
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Power level at rx terminals -92.2 dBW 

-10 
6.03 X 10 watts 

Voltage across 50S2 transmission 

line at rx terminals - 173.6 pV 

Case 4: Sable-Seaview Low UHF  

432 MHZ, 100 statute Mile path, transmitter power . 15 watts, 

tx/rx antenna gain, 18 (nom), radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss) 

=36.6 + 20 log10  (432 MHZ) + 20 log10  (100 miles) =129 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15. watts) +11.8 dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3,dB. 

tx.  antenna gain +18 dB 

a ' -129 dB 

tx- antenna gain +18 dB - 

. Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB  

-Power level at rx terminals -87.2.dBW 

- 1.91.X - 10
-9 

watts. 

Voltage across 500 transmission 

line at rx terminals › 308.7  pV  

Case  5: Sable-Halifax Low UHF (employing yagis)  

432 MHZ, 180 statute mile path, transmitter power 15 watts 

tx/rx antenna gain 9 dB:',  (nom), radiation.efficiendy 50% 

(inclUding feedline loss) . 

. a =36.6 + 20 logid (432 MHZ)  +20  log10  .0_80 Miles) = 134 dB .  

A-3 
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Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) +11.8 dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) --3  dB  

tx antenna.gain . +9 dB 

_ -134 dB 
. , 

rx antenna gain , +9 dB 

. Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB  

• Power level at rx terminals - -110.2 dBW 

= 9.55 X  •10
-12. 

watts/ 

Voltage across 50S2 transmission 

line at rx terminals 21.9 pV  

Case 6: Sable-Seaview Low- UHF (employing 'yagis)  

•432 100 statutemile path, transmitter power 15 watts, 

tx/rx antenna gain 9 dB:i2.:(nom),.radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline 'loss) 

a =36.6  + 20 log10  (432 MHz) + 20 log10 (100 miles) = 129 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) +11.8 dB 

• Radiation efficiency. (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +9 dB 

a -129 dB 

rx antenna gain +9 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals -105.2 dBW 

• = 3.02 X 10
-11 

watts 

Voltage across 50S2 transmission 

Iine at rx  terminais 38,9 pV  

A-4 
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Case 7: Sable-Halifax High UHF  

1296 Mftz, 180 statute mile path, transmitter power 2 watts, 

tx antenna gain 21 dB (nom),rx antenna gain 27 dBi (nom), 

radiation efficiency 50% (including feedline loss) 

= 36.6 + 20 log10 
(1296 MHZ) + 20 lo 10 g (180 miles) = 144 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (2 watts) +3.0 dBW 

Radiation efficiency . (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +21 dB 

-144 dB 

rx antenna gain +27 dB 

Radiation efficiency -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals -99.0 dBW 

= 1.26 X 10-10  watts 

Voltage across 50Q transmission 

line at rx terminals 79.3 1.1V  

Case 8: Sable -Seaview High UHF  

1296  NH,  100 statute  mile path, transmitter power 2 watts, 

tx antenna gain 21 (nom), rx antenna gain 27 dBi (nom), 

radiation efficiency 50% (including feedline loss) 

a = 36.6 + 20 logio  (296I)  + 20 logn  (100 miles) = 139J6 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (2 watts) +3.0 d13.1q.  

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain ' +21 dB 

cr. -139 dB 

rx antenna gain +27 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) dB  
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Power level at rx terminals -94.0 dBW. 
-10 = 3.98 X 10 watts 

Voltage across 50S-2 transmission 

line at rx terminals -,141:1pV  • 
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SABLE ISLAND I BULLINGTON T   PATH COMPUTATIONS- 

•nn 

Theory: For communications circuits which greatly exceed 

radio optical range limits, Bullington 'has 

experimentally derived a modification to free space 

path loss figures. The modification presented in 

graphical form yields median signal levels only. No 

attempt is made in this analysis to produce a 90% 

signal level availability. 

(from "Point to Point Radio Relay Systems 

44 1411,to 13000 MHe by RCA Services Ltd., 

150, Fig. 14 20) 

Case 1: Sable-Halifax VHF 

148 Maz, 180 statute mile path, transmitter power 15 watts 

tx/rx antenna gain 9  dB:.  (nom), radiation efficiency 50% . 

(including feedline loss),  c  = 125 dB, Bullington modification 

-63 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) 

Radiation efficienCy (50%) 

tx antenna gain  

+11.8 dBW 

-3 dB 

+9 dB 
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a • - -125 dB 

Bullington modification -63 dB 

. rx antenna gain - - +9 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) - 3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals - , -164.2 dffl 

-17 - = 3.80 X 10 watts 

'Voltage across 50Q trhnsMission 

line at rx terminals 0:044pV  

Case 2: Sable-Seaview VHF 

148 MHz, 100 statute mile path, transmitter power 15 watts 

tx/rx antenna gain 9 cl.B (nom), radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss), a = 120 dB, Bullington modification 

-51 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) +11.8 dBw 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +9 dB 

Œ -120 dB 

Bullington modification -51 dB 

rx antenna gain +9 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) . -3 dB  , 

Power level at rx terminals -147.2 dB 

-15 
= 1.91 X 10 watts 

Voltage across 50Q transmission 

lin.e at rx terminals Ô. 311..tV  

A.78 
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Case 3: Sable-Halifax Low  UHF 

432 Mil., 180 statute mile path, transmiÉter power 15 watts. 

tx/rx antenna gain 18  dB (nom), radiation efficiency 50% .  . 

(including feedline loss)., a - 134 dB, Bullington modification 

-70 dB 

Path Analysis: TransMitter output (15 watts) . +11.8 dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +18 dB 

a -134 dB 

Bullington modification -70 dB 

rx antenna gain +18 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals -162.2 dBW 

-17 ' = 6.03 X 10 watts 

Voltage across 50S2 transmission . - 

line at rx terminals 0:05511V  • 

Case 4: Sable-Seaview Low UHF  

432 MHz, 100 statute mile path, transmitter power 15 watts, 

tx/rx antenna gain 18 dBh (nom), radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss), a = 129 dB, Bullington modification 

-55 dB 

Path Analysis: .  Transmitter output (15 watts) : - +11.8 dBW 

- Radiation  efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +18 dB 

-129 dB 

Bullington modification '-55 dB 

rx antenna gain +18 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) ' -3 dB  

A-9 
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Power level at rx terminals . -142.2 dBW' 

. 6.03 X 10-15  watts' 

• Voltage across-5M transmissiOn 

line at rx terminals .- - 0.554V - 

Case 5: Sable-Halifax Low UHF (employing yagis) 

432 MHz; 180 statutemile path, transmitter power 15 watts, 

tx/rx antenna gain 9 dB: (nom), radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss), a = 134 dB, Bullington modification 

-70 dB 

Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) +11.8 dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +9 dB 

Œ -134 dB 

Bullington modification -70 dB 

• rx antenna gain • ' +9 dB 

Radiation efficiency (50%) -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals -180.2 dBW 

-19 
• - 9.55 X 10 watts 

- 
Voltage across 50 transmission 

line at rx terminals 0.00691JV 

Case 6: Sable-Seaview  Low UHF' (employing yagis) 

• 432 Mez, 100 statute mile path, transmitter power 15 watts, 

•tx/rx antenna gain 9 dBff (nom), radiation efficiency 50% 

(including feedline loss), a = 129 dB, Bullington modification 

-55 dB 

A-10 

• 
Path AnalYsis.: Transmitter output (15 watts) 

Radiation efficiency (50%) 

tx antenna gain  

+11.8 dBW 

-3 dB 

+9 dB 
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a 
Bulling -ton modification' 

rx antenna gain _,. • 

Radiation efficiency (50%) 

. Power level at rx terminals 

= 9.55 

Voltage across 50S-2 transmission 

line at rx terminals 

-129 dB 

-55 dB 

+9 dB 

-3 dB 

-160.2 dBW 

X 10-17 watts 

0.06911V 

Case 7: Sable-Halifax High mir  

1296 MHz, 180 statute mile path, transmitter power 

tx antenna gain 21 dB (nom),  rx antenna gain +27 

radiation efficiency. 50% (including feedline loss) 

Bullington modification -70 dB 

Path_Analysis: Transmitter output (2 watts) 

Radiation Efficiency (50%) 

• tx antenna gain 

a 

Bullington modification 

rx antenna gain 

Radiation efficiency (50%) 

Power level at rx terminals 

2 watts 

dBi (nom), 

= 144 dB, 

+3.0 dB 

-3 dB 

+21 dB 

-144 dB 

-70 dB 

27 dB 

-3 dB 

-169:0 dBW 

= 1.26 X 10-17 watts 

Voltage across 5 0P. transmission 

line at rx terminals 0.02511V  

Case 8: Sable-Seaview High UHF  

1296 MH ,  100 statute mile path, transmitter power 2 

tx antenna gain 21 c113: (nom), rx antenna gain 27 dBi 

radiation - efficiency 50%.(including feedline loss> 

6 139 dB, Bullington modification 7 55 dB 

watts,' 

(nom), 
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Path Analysis: Transmitter output (2 watts) +3.0 dBW 

Radiation efficiency (50%) . -3 dB 

tx antenna gain +21 dB 

' -139 dB 

Bullington modification -55 dB 

rx antenna gain +27 dB 

Radiation efficiency .(50%) -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals -149.0 dBW 

-15 1.23 X 10 watts 

Voltage across 50Q transmission 

line at rx terminals 0.2511V  

A-12 
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SABLE ISLAND I SOFAER/STARK T  PATH  COMPUTATIONS  

Theory: This analysis-employs CCIR time probability curVes 

4uOted by  E. Sofaer and J. W. Stark. This method was 

'yerified by Sofaer and Stark in their 1961 56 0  MH  

' field intensity measureMents. : Calculations for  -Sable 

Island will-be done  for  432 FifÈ- -sonly. 

,(froMTrOpospheric :  radiuLwave propagation over' . _ 
.-. Mixed . .land :and. sea paths" ,' :E - - . SOfaer and J. Stark 

Proc.IEE, No; 8, August 1966) 

From CCTR,curves . the fo1lOwing fiéld.:intenSities  are  obtained. : 
- - - 

ForaA.80 - Statutemile_oVer sea:path (1 KW ERF):::, 

45, dB (p.V/m) .:,. 

10% - 

For a 100 statute mile over 1 KW ERP sea.path 

1% 6(7Y 

10% 2.. :r/ 

dB (pV/m) 

dB  (pV/m) 

Empirical path lobs computations for given probabiiities: 

(a) 180 statute miles' 

1%. . 

E (pV/m) .  

- - p.=  - 841110- -- 120U 

A (isotropic radiator at 560 Mlik) 
-r 

À 2  = -47r = 2.284 X 10-2
m

2 



tx output (1KW ERP.) 

Path loss for 1% time 
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• Isotropic radiator . received power . 

— • =..,.1.9x10 watts ; 

• .. = -7.117;2 dBW . 

tx output (1KW ERP) •  +30 dBW• 

path *loss - for 1 7  time 14,7.2 -  . dB • 

-10%- 

dB(LIV/m) = V.  /in 

A-14 

120Tr' watts /m  

.284 X 10 - m-  (from above _ 

' Isotropic radiator received power 
92x10 16 watts 

=-157 dBW 

tx output (1KW ERP) +30,, dBW 

Path loss for 107  time '187 dB, 

(b) 100 statute - I.miles  

- 60 - dB (PV/ra) '= - 1.0 TRY/m 

= 7 x10 • watts/m 

= 2.284 X 10 m. (from above 

Isotropic radiator received power 

= 1x10 11  _ watts - 

= dBW 

, +30 dBW  

132 dB 
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= 2.284 x 10-2  
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E ,(pV/M) =22.11V/m2 

10% 

A-15 

2 
wattsim 

from .above 

Isotropic radiator received power 

watts 
135 dBW 

tx Ontpnt. (1kW.  ERP): +30 .dBW  

path loss for 10% time 165_ 

Case 1: Sable-Halifax Low UHF 

432  MHz, 180 statute mile .pà.th, •.transmitter power 15 watts 
antenn.a gain 18 dB .  (nom)  radiation  efficiency 50 7 

 , 
(including feedline loss) , path loss 17  147  
10% 187 dB- 

Ana1ySis: ;TranSmitter Ontp -nt.. (15: watts) ' +11:8 ldBV•i 

•
„, , . 

1% Radiatiori efficiency (50) ,  ” ' dB „. : 
an.tenna.  gain 4-1.8 dB " ,-„ , • „ " • 

147.-,dB 
„ „ rx antenna gain. +18 dB 

Radiation Efficiency -3 dB  

'Power ,  level at rx:termina1s 105 dBW 
watts 

Voltage across 50S2 tra.nSinission 
line at rx terminals 

dB; 
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Path Analysis: 

10% 

+11.8 dBW 
dB 

18 dB 

+18 dB 

-q dB 

- -145 dBrel 

-15 „ x10', watts 

Transmitter- output ,- (15 watts 

Radiation efficiency (507 ) 

tx antenna gain • • 
'.Path loss - 

-rx an.tenna gain - . 
— _ 

. 
 

Radiation  efficiency (50%) , . 
-Power level at rk teiminals 

Voltage across :50S.L transmission. 

:ln  e at rx terminals : 

Case 2: Sable-Seaview Low UHF  

43.2 1,111i, 100 Statute mile path, transmitter power 15 watts 

tX/r- x anten.na, 'gain  18 dB  „(nom);: radiation efficiency 50 7 

 (including.feedline loSs)-, path loSS :17  :132, :• dB; 

107 165 dB  

path Analysis': .:- .Tran.smitter. output - - (15 -Watts) 

17 _Radiation efficiencY'.:(50%). -:=:',, 

tx antenna.-- gain ' 

, Path loss 

rx ahtenna gain - 

Radiation efficiency (50%) 

-Power level at rx. teLmin.als - 

+11:8 dBW 
• -3 dB 

+18 dB 

+18  •dB j 
dB  

9.1x10-4°  watts• 

Voltage across 5OR transmission 

line at  ix-  terminals 214uV  

- • 
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'+11.8:dBW 
dB. 

418 dB 

.7;1 .5,5 dB 

+18 dB 

dB: 

dBW 

.6x107""5 '': watts 

' Path An.alySis: :Transditter output (15 . watts) - 
10 7 Radiation efficiency (50 7 ) 

tx 'antenna gain 

':Path loss 

rx antenna gain ; •. 
Radiation efficien.cy (50%) 
power level at rx terminals' . . 

Voltage. across 50S2 transmission 

rx:sterminàlS 

Case 3: Sable-Halifax Low UHF (employing yagis  

432 ,IvIllz,''''180 -,stattite Mile path;:transMitter power 15  watts 

 tx/rx' aritenna gain: 9 .2.- dB:: (nom), radiation  efficiencY , 5,0% 
(inolliding'.feedline.losà), path lOss  17 147 €1,13 3 " 

Path Analysis : Transmit ter  output. (15 watts) +11.8 dBW 

- - 17  - - -Radiation eÉficiency-J (50 7) , . -3 dB 

tx..antenna gain 

. Path ..loss - dB 

rx antenna gain , 

-Radiation efficiency (507 ) -3 dB 

' --- ‘Power level at rx terminals dBW 

watts 

Voltage 'across 50S2 transmission 

line at rx term.inals 5uV: 

. . - 



:Path Analysis: _Transmitter output:' (15 watts) 
- 107 Radiation  efficiency (50 7) 

: - tx antenna gain' 

rx antérina eain. 

Radiation efficiency. (50%) 

Power  level at rx,terminals 

..èx167 -1  

432 ME-1 -, 100 statute mile path, -transmitter power 15 watts 

tx/rx antenna gain 9 dB -  (nom), radiation "effiCiency 50 7. 

‘(including,feedline loss), path loss-1% - 132 dB - 

10% 165 dB  

Path Analysis: 'Transmitter output (15  watts  

17 Radiation efficienc.Y (507) 
tx:antenna gain - 
Path -losS „ 

• rx antenna gain • . 

- 

Radiation efficiency' (50 7) 

- Power level at rX terMinals 

,4-11.8 dB1.1 

- dB 

4: 9  dB  

Voltage across 50S.  transmission 
line. at :rx terminals _ 



Path Analysis: Transmitter output (15 watts) ‘+11:8 dBt..1 . . , • 
10% . Radiation efficiency (507) -3 dB 

tx an.tenna gain - _,'+9 dB 

Path'loss . -1è5;.', . dB 

rx antenna gain ' .- ‘- +9 dB ' 

Radiation efficiency (507) -3 dB  

Power level at rx terminals - -141 dl3W 

Voltage across 50S2 transmission 

line at rx terminals _ Q.6uV 
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p_irposeS of_thierésearchS>rojectThere iS 2no  indication of  any  

deterioration:in cither the , guy-wires 
.• 

.hardware. 

•The salient information pertainingte the0DeagenS anclantennas 

is  given in Table 1 A sketch:of'.the poSitioning and orientation 

 oritowe±' ïs given- in Figlirë' the , antenna 

-:Report Appendix' #4  
'Mem0: SummarY of information pertaining to the:Beacons and Antennas' 

on Sable Island: 

PrinciPal'Investigator: W:Lonc, 

Date: December 27, 1982 

This memorandum summarizes salient-information pertaining.to 

beacons(associated with the current-research centract) on Sable  Is-

land  There are :7 of these,beacons on the island, and .the associated 

- antennas are located ata place known as the West Light area  -/111 

seven.antennaS are mounted.on one . or'other of two.towers; . one  of  

- these towers, designated "SMU tower #1", is a 16 meter  structure  

situated just.  east of the TransMitter- Building and supports  anten-

nas for 147.950MHz, 147.995MHz,  and  43 1 900MHz; the otheritower, 

-designated "SOU t6wer #2",is a 27 Meterstructure just soutWof the 

Transmitter Building and supports  antennas for 147.850MHzi 147.900 

MHz ., 431'.950MHz.,'and 1296MH7. 

'Tower-#1 Was Constructed by the writer- . in the slimmer of 1980; 

iSthe.former West ,Light . towerand has been made aVaijable: 

by  the Coast .Guard - over the past ;two:yearsBoth 

dered(by.the writer) to bein verysatiSfat 6'1:7Y 

towers are çonsi-'-; 

cendition:for the 



Fregueii.Cy (MHz)  Beacon. power .Antenna 4ype : ;•:„;Pcila. Location  , . • , , , 

'Table 1 : Beacon and' ArrEenna •, ,Details  (oh Sable' Island)  

.(tower) 

147.850' crosse 
yagi 

147.900 10 yag 1irnear,45,  

o the  

, 

 _ - ori- 1 ' • 147.950 '„ • h 15 , 
. • •• • zon.taa 2' 

147.995 15  .- yagil 
:- 

110 Seaview t 

crosaaci • circular 10 Halifax  

yagi  
• • , , , „ 

2.6m para- linear r hori::  • 18. ." 

bolic ' zOntal. 

- 

. 
• 
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"Figure 1:  Arrangement ,  of  'Antennas on S1:11.1 Tower ;1-2:Sable:Island:, 

Note:  This figure ià not : to sca.le. 

Thé figure répreSents a view lOoking eaé -t, tCwards  the 'front' of  
the'anterinas:The angle:between the longitudinal axes  of the  anten-
nas 

 
and the East-West line is not shown.  

147.1350 Plaz 

2.6m parabblic reflector 
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an 4:31., 250 MHz; from  Sable Island to H.à3_ifax.  

'vertically  separated anten.  riasi Part 1  (.a . 1preliniinary'Report). 

Report  date: julys  19/82 
.f›R epbrt prepared oy  W P  .Lonc-( principal inVestigatar) 

. Data obtained with the  collaboration  of ..Mr. 'Elmer Naugler 

Introduction  A preliminary inveetigation'WaS made of liprap,a 7. 
— 
gation an 431 950MH'z fromtwo verticallY separated antennas 

. on Sable - Island, the antennas being . fed alternately from a 

beacon transmitter 'TheinveStigation.:.wasimadebetween;;June 
17 and July 6, 198à, and was intended :tO proVide sôme:i,iidica-

*tion of passible differences . in propagation  associated- with 

configuration -,éharaçtérized- bY 'a.,V_ertiaalseParation -7-  between _ . 

. - ahtennas';:HThe experiMent Coùld be' ,usefulin:-eSting2 applica-

bilitY of available: propagation -inedels t a .the :abIejialiea'k • 

.puth It .wa's, observed- .  that  the  siànall.-from,: the  -upper: :antenna', 

.. was: domilllapt far,  appraxiMateIY: th ëdLli  

20EXperiMental  details :  

:A. On:  Sable  Island:  

(a) Beacon 15W; AM modulated( 100% 
MHz; •crystal-cantrolled 

.(b)Antennas:' . .2 46m parabilàic:..reile(wïlè.e 
• . , • . 

l'ef1ect6r) :at' 'th. e  focal  .point,  the antennas.  are ; egnside.red . -: 
.to be identicaL The beam--width is Calculated - :to abpreximately 

„ . 

FWHP - r One Of the -2.ntannat(hreaftel:' .'HIG11- )' is .loelated.h .pai-- .  

. the - top of the tower, and appraximately 25m -  from :the grOund..: 

The other( hereafter LOW ). : fs located•near,  the bottomof .the  saine. : 

: tower, and is 'approxiMatély -2n1' froM  the grOund. The LOW .antenna . . 
'.5s partially obstrùcted bY  a  sand: -duné -  ..some 30M in front of  the:. 

tower( looking' .  towards Halifax) Bath :antennas , are ..eéçlby .heIiax 

transmission  line and both antennas  are  horizontallyolaized. 

( c)Switching couipment  1 A Coaxial sWitch is2 contralled. by  a square _ . , . 
wave diving - oltage ose111a±1D  at apl».-àxiniateTy - 1Hz-, '.The sWitch-

ing equipment albo' . inCludes *provision  for  changing -the. modulatiOn:: 

. frequency from 400Hz to 300Hz, sYhehranou sly with  the coaxial:- SWitch; 
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•  the 400Hz tone is associated with the LOW antenna, and the 300Hz 

with the HIGH. 
(d)Verification of performance:  The relatively low switching rate 

enables a visual inspection of the VSWR for each antenna. The 
VSWR is estimated to be less than 1.1:1 for each antenna. Assum-
ing all other factors to be equal, it is assumed that the antennas 
radiate the same power. The antennas are parallel to within 2. 

Hence, any difference in received power along the line of pro-
pagation is taken to be a result of propagation rather than trans-
mitter/antenna  factors . In addition to a visual inspection of the 
switching ecuipment to confirm that the antennas were being swit-
ched'as intended, a supplementary  test waS made, in which a porta- 
ble detector'.(with audiomonitor) was': placednear 
the appropriate tone identified. 

each antenna and 

.:B.At  Halifax' 
'(a)ReceiVing'Site - at-the residence - of Mr—NatIgier:  The site  is _ . . 

shown  on the oUtline MaP:in Figure 1 The antenna is a muIti-bhy 
yagi systeMand - the'reCeiving:syStemwaS:Operated. withOut 
AGC(autematic- gaïncontrolThérbiltPeOf.the 'reCeiver could 
be:mohitored- SiMtiltaneously:-on a 'ibltmeter and loudsPeaker . . 

(b)Receiving siteat SaintlilaryS-UniverSity:  The site is  shown 
.in FigureTheantenna-is Similar-to thoSe on Sable :Island,- 
and 'the - receiving system was Operated without AGG: The output 
of the- receiver could be Monitored -simUltaneously On-a volt 
meter, loud -beaker, an-d'o:Rart rcorder 

3.0bservations: Over  the  period:between June 17 and 4-uly - 7, : Obser-
vationsat bothreceiVing2Sites .  were made.priMàrily - on  the - 
of;Visual inspection of a voltage-Teading_in cànjunction with -; 
identification bf - theappropriate:tone, and the observation eon- 

. sisted of a simple decision in terms.pflarger than'équal to' 
— 

Of  'smaller thae,  and thedecisiOn was:baSed on conditions-at 
the instant .of obSérvation.'Although , this.procedure,lends itself' 
to  observer bias, etc.-in' particular when there is - fast fading , 

 of the signals—the preliMinary nature off.this'investigation dia 
 not warrant more quantitative -procédures at this time  In fact, 

some quantitative obsérVations.were made(Mainly -at Mr. Naugler'S - 
ite), but this Report will restrict itself - to the-  three simple 
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categories mentioned above. The observations were made 

am and 1130 pm local time on a daily basis, and approximately 

observations per day were made at each receiving site. A total 

of 198 observations were made. 

Results 1u  was foünd that the signal . .from - the HIGH : antenna ,  

lera.sstronger(and usually quite stronger) than-the LObVap:Proxi-.. 

inatély 90.% of the time. The .:4041_antenna:was,strongeMeeo 
of the  tirn." 

4.Action to be taken:  On the basis ‘of the results, it is intended 
to repeat the experiment at various times over the next few mon-
ths to obtain data representing different times of the year. 
Moreover, it is intended to extend the observations to include . 

short time-scale behaviour(resolution in the order of 0.1 seconds 
to provide data on events'associated with  fast-fading. It is 
also intended to obtain some quantitative observations of the 
relative magnitudes of received power. Estimates based on some 

• . . 

of,theobservations ifrthib -Reportindicate thatHthe':"Signalfrom: 
. _ . . 

the HIGH antenna Was usually mOe:than 6dbstronger'thahthe: 
signal,,frOmH the Ii0liCantenna;.- 
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PrOpagation - on 431.950 MHzfrom Sable Island to Halifax using' 

, vertically-separated antennas1 Part '2 (a - preliminary Report) 

Report date:  ,July 21/82 

Report  prepared by W..P. Lonc . (principal  investigator), VE1SMU. 

1.Introduction:  It has been observed, when signal reception is re-
latively weak, that the difference between signals received 

from antennas located at two different heights on Sable Island 
changes both  magnitude and sign. The alternation takes place 

over a time interval of a few seconds. This preliminary Report 
presents data obtained around 7:11 pm on July 8, 1982. The  

- - - - - experiment could be usefulin testing applicability of.avai-.•, ..• 
Iable'propagation'imodeisto.:the-Sable-Halifax path. 

2.Experimental détails:  

A.On Sable Island:  see the preceding Report(July 12/82). 

B.At Halifax:  Only the receiving site at Saint Mary's University is 

'relevant to this Report(see the preceding .Report July ,,.12/82) 

The Chart-'recorder has a:rebf)ohsè-time 6:e . less than 1/10 S'eC'. 

3.0bservations:  Although the effect has been -observed  on  several 
occasions, only the data obtained-around 7:11 pm on July 8/82 

will be presented in this preliminary Report. The data under 
discussion is fdund in Figure 1. Inspection of the data shows 
that the pulses numbered  T.  to 9 inclusive are associated with 

the HIGH antenna, and that the signal from the HIGH antenna 
is dominant during this time interval. Beginning with pulse 
however, it is the signal from the LOW antenna which is now 

dominant. The chart-speed is 2.5 mm/sec., so that the time 
associated with this event--i.e. -exchange of relative magni- 

tude-- lasts for several seconds. In other words, although the 
signal from the HIGH antenna is usually stronger than the LOW, 

this  observation shows that occasionally(and for several seconds) 

the signal from the LOW antenna will be dominant. Preliminary 

obserVations also indicate that under the conditions of this 

experiment(i.e. relatively weak signals with fast fading) the 

- non-dominant signal will drop below the receiver noise level. 
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In contrast to the conditions mentioned above, the behaviour 

of the signal is usually characterized(by a much more gradual 

change in signal amplitude, as well as a definite dominance of 

the HIGH antenna's signal over that of the LOW antenna. A typical 

representation of usual behaviour is shown in Figure 2. 

It should be noted that the observations made in this Report 

pertain to a period of time beginning about June 17/82 and ending 

at the time of writing this Report, and that this period contains 

a number of enhanced propagation  'events. During an enhanced pro- 

pagation event, the signal strength is noticeably larger and re-
mains so—with relatively little fading-- for several hours or 

4 .Action  to be taken:  It is intended to repeat 
the  experiment at various tdmes over the next few months 
obtain data representing different times of the year. An at-
tempt will also be made to test for depolarization effects, 
as well as correlation with metereological factors. 

to 
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Figure 2:  Data showing a noticeably constant signal level from 

each antenna. In this recording, L>H throughout. The areas indi-

cated by ar.  rows are associated with signal-level change when the 

Morse-code identification occurs. 
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VHF/UHF PROPAGATION STUDIES ON LONG OVER THE HORIZON SALT WATER RADIO PATHS  

Richard E. Grantham, M. Sc., P. Eng. (VE1AI) 
Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Company Ltd. 
P.O. Box 880 - 
Halifax, U.S., Canada 

Dr. W.P. Lonc, S.J. (VE1SMU) 
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SUMMARY  

Received Signal Levels have been monitored and recorded over a number of long range a00 KM) 
salt water radio paths for the past year and a half. Preliminary anlysis of the data reveals that mean 
signal levels received are higher than anticipated and that a usable path can be established with 1KW 
ERP levels. 

The propagation is characterized by short deep fades and there are only rare occasions when the 
signal drops below usable limits for extended periods. The type of fading reported by Wickerts and 
Nilsson (1973) has been observed. 

A strong seasonal effect has been recorded. Path reliability approaches 100% during the summer 
and as low as 50% during the winter. 

The fast fading effect can be reduced significantly with space diversity reception and the 
reliability could exceed 95% with simple diversity arrangements. Space and frequency diversity, if 
required, would offer near 98% reliability  for voice communications. 

Circular polarization appears to suffer less from fast fades than linear polarization and 
observations are continuing in this area. 

The differences in performance between UHF (400) and VHF (140) are not pronounced. Certainly 
not to the degree as observed over land paths. 

This paper outlines the nature of both short term and long term path tests being conducted, and 
describes the preliminary observations based on initial analysis of the data collected. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Until recently the residents and staff of Sable Island have not had reliable communications 
services. One HF Teletype —circuit and'one MF marine telephone circuit were used to provide both data 
and voice communication services to and from the Island. These services were not of the quality or 
reliability required to serve the Island and proved to be inadequate with the increase in off-shore oil 
exploration in the Sable Island region. 

Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Company Limited (MT&T) recognized the need to offer its 
services to the Sable Island area and has since become the prime provider of communications services to 
this region. 

Sable Island is located in the Atlantic Ocean off the eastern coast of Canada. The island is 
approximately 200 KM east of the coast of the province of Nova Scotia. (Fig 1) 

The Island is a crescent shaped sand'bar some 20 KM long and less than 1 KM wide at the widest 
part. There is a weather station and an upper air station maintained on the Island which is staffed by 
employees of the Atmospheric Environment Services (AES) branch of the Canadian Government. The Island 
has become more prominent recently as it is located in an area of increased oil and gas exploration. 
The exploration results have been positive and activity in the reglon is steadily increasing. 

Our initial investigation to provide service to the area was to attempt the establishment of a 
VHF path from the mainland to Sable Island - a distance of approximately 200 KM. ' 

Normal sources of information used by MT&T for path calculations, such as Bullington and 
Okamara, appeared to be somewhat lacking in their treatment of long over-the-horizon salt water paths. 
This lead us to conduct our own investigation through actual testing. Initial results from a 4 day 
test, in November 1979, encouraged us to establish a permanent  installation in December of 1980. It 
should be noted that cost was a significant factor and circuit requirements in 1980 were minimal. VHF 
spectrum assignment availability seemed sufficient to meet  initial demand. 

The initial short term results yielded signal levels in excess of what was anticipated and it 
was decided to record the signal level continuously to observe and study the long term performance of 
VHF (and later UHF) radio over a 200 KM salt water path. 

A request was made to the Department of Communications (DOC) of the Canadian Government for 
research assistance. Through this request a grant was established for Saint Mary's University (SMU) of 
Halifax, U.S.,  to assist us in the collection and analysis of data from this and similar radio-paths. 
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The path from Sable Island to Nova Scotia was established using standard off-the-shelf 
commercial grade FM radio equipment. Effective Radiated Power (ERP) levels were kept within reasonable 
limits (1 KW) to preclude reuse of the assigned channel, over too wide an area. 

Initial VHF paths were established between Sable Island and Seaview, N.S. and between Sable 
Island and Halifax, N.S. Later, a second VHF site at Arichat (18 KM from Seaview) was established. 
Also a UHF path was established between Sable Island and Halifax and a UHF path will be established, in 
October /82, between Sable Island and Arichat, N.S. All radio receivers on the NS coast are equipped 
with chart recorders and continuous data has been recorded for 1 1/2 years. 

The Nova Scotia coastline is shown in detail, in Fig. 2, at the Seaview and Arichat sites. 
Bearings to Sable Island are indicated. Figure 3 indicates the direction of bearings from Sable Island 
to the receiver sites on the mainland. Figure 4 shows the coastline at the Saint Mary's University site. 

The equipment used on the Sable-Island Seaview link was manufactured by Canadian Motorola and 
consists of their standard MICOR, 100 watt, continuous duty, duplex base stations. The antennas consist 
of a pair of phased 6 element yagi antennas, manufactured by Sinclair Radio Labs of Canada. The ERP for 
this path was established at 1100 watts. The path loss, according to Bullington, was calculated as 
173dB and recevied signal estimated at 0.3 microvolts. 

All antennas have an unobstructed view of the horizon. 

3. PATH OBSERVATIONS  

Received signal levels are much higher than anticipated. Signal levels of 10 microvolts or more 
are common. There are periods of sustained high level received signal and also long periods during 
which the received signal level suffers from rapid deep fades. There are only very rare instances when 
the signal suffers a sustained fade (below 0.2 Microvolts) for a long period (minutes to hours). 

As reported by Wickerts and Nilsson at AGARD in 1973 (Wickerts and Nilsson et al 8), received 
signals across or along over-water radio paths were divided into three different types - A, B and C. 
Signal A is characterized by a low mean signal level with rapid superimposed fading. Signal type B has 
a higher mean level with less rapid fading but deeper miniffia than signal type A. Signal type C is a 
stable very high signal, which sometimes has deep fading minima of short duration. 

For the duration of our monitoring period we have observed similar types of signals and Fig 5 is 
a good representation of this observation. This data is from December 24, 1980 and in one day it can be 
noted that all three types of signals were received. From 0001 hours local time, December 24, to 0800 
hours of the same day, signal type A (low mean, very rapid fades) was received. From 0800 hours to 1800 
hours, signal type C (high signal level, a few deep fades) was received; and from 1800 hours to 2200 
hours, Signal type B (higher mean than A with slower fading, deeper minima) was received. 

There are long periods during the winter months where signal typés 'A and B persisted with 
occasional periods of type C signal being received. During the warmer month, however B and C type 
signals dominate, with only very rare occurances of type A being recorded. 

No attempt is being made here to explain the mechanisms producing each type of received signal. 
It is interesting to note however that similar results were observed and that further study may be 
beneficial. 

It should be noted that the speed of the chart recorder was very slow. Only fades greater than 
one half second were recorded, and more than one fade per minute produced a solid band trace on the 
chart recordings. 

3.1 Propagation Statistics for Sable to Seavjew - 142.605 MHz,\vertically polarized.  

The Received Signal level for the VHF telephone - link . from Sable Island to Seaview, on 142.605 
MHz, (vertical polarization) has been recorded on a cobtinuing basis from December 23, 1980. Each 
24 hour-segment of the original chart-recording was examined visually, and an estimate made of , 

"percentage usable time" with reference to a 0.2 microvolt datum line, as well as with reference to the 
fading behaviour. The estimates are qualitative, and represent what is thought to be a "worst case" 
interpretation of the data. The daily estimates were then averaged for each calendar month (Fig. 6). 
The monthly 'averages were then averaged for a 12-month period, resulting in approximately 75% for the 
"percent usable time" on this link. This is thought to be a "worst case" value. , 

On the basis of several experiments in which chart-recordings were made at higher feed-speeds, 
so that the signal's transition-rates could be observed to within 1 second, it was noted that much of 
the fading was short-lived, (1 second or so), suggesting the conclusion that estimates of usability, as 
obtained from the normal feed-speed recordings (18124 hrs), tended to be too pessimistic for a period 
of time marked by frequent fast-fading. (Signal Type A and B) Evidently, this correction factor would 
not apply to periods of time during which there was long-term fade of the signal below the 0.2 microvolt 
datum. (Severe A Type Signal) 

• 
Hence, the actual value for the "percent usable time" average over one year is thought to be 

perhaps as much. as 10% higher, which means that the "Percent usable time" average over one year could be - 
as high as 85%. 
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Note that during the summer months the reliability exceeds 90%, illustrating the shift from A 

type signal to C type signal during this period. 

3.2 Time-occurrence of fading on the Sable to Seaview - diversity observations . 

Observations, with associated statistics, were made at Seaview and Arichat of the 
time-occurrence of fast fades for purposes of possible diversity configurations to improve the "percent 
usable time" on this link. Several configurations of the experiment were employed, as described below. 
Higher speeds were used on chart recorders to allow detailed examination of the received signal levels. 
Samples of a few hours each were taken. 

3.2.1 Comparison of the signal at Seaview and Arichat on 142.605 MHz.  This constituted a simple 
one-variable diversity experiment, where the geographical separation between receiver sites is 18 KM and 
is the only significant difference between the two sites. It was found that a significant number of 
fades at Seaview were not coincident with fades at Arichat, thereby suggesting that diversity could be 
useful. 

It was observed that the drop-out time due to fading could have been reduced at Seaview by a 
factor of about 2, with this diversity arrangement. Recent additions to the experimental installation 
have included space diversity reception between Seaview and Sable Island and although no winter season 
data has been recorded, the reliability of the path during the summer of 1982 indicates 95% reliability. 

3.2.2 Compari  son of the signals at Seaview at two different antenna heights, at 142.605 Mhz, vertical  
polarization.  In general, the experiment indicated that the difference in antenna heights was also 
clearly associated with some non-coincidence between fading events. It was estimated that of a total of 
30 fades in the prim'ary channel (called MTT#1), connected with the top-most antenna on the microwave 
tower at Seaview, only 5 fades were fully coincident with fades in the second channel (called MTT#2), 
connected with an antenna at the mid-point of the tower. In addition, it was estimated that perhaps 
another 10 fades in the MTT#1 channel were in partial coincidence with fades in the MTT#2 channel. Here 
again, indicating that a substantial improvement is possible even with single site space diversity. 

3.2.3 Comparison of signals at Seaview at two different frequencies and two different polarization. 
This experiment entailed signal strength measurements for two channels:MTT#2(142.605MHZ,vert.pol.) and 
SMU(147.995MHZ,hor.pol.). The antennas associated with these receivers are within 2 meters of each 
other, at the mid-point of the tower. A cursory visual examination of the data indicated that perhaps 
fewer than 50% of the fades in the two channels coincided significantly. Inasmuch as this experiment is 
a function of at least two variables--frequency and polarization--the differences in fading behaviour 
cannot be persuasively ascribed to either one of the variables exclusively. 

3.2.4 Comparison of signals at Seaview combining three variables: frequency, antenna height, and  
polarization.  This experiment, combines two of the observations above. In other words, there are three 
signals being monitored: one on MTT#1 (142.605MHz vert.pol.), antenna on the top of the tower; one on 
mTT#2(142.605MHz vert. pol.), antenna at the mid-point of the tower; and one on SMU(147.995MHz, 
hor.pol.), antenna at the mid-point of the tower. The configuration of the experiment was determined 
primarily from the equipment (receivers and antennas) already in place. In general, it was observed 
that there was no full coincidence of fading among the three channels. In particular, of 22 fades in 
the MTT#1 channel, there was only one fade from the remaining channels in full coincidence with MTT#1, 
and perhaps 5 fades which were in partial coincidence. The observation indicates the substantial 
improvement that would be obtained by use of both frequency and space diversity. 

Based on the short term observations of these diversity,  arrangements, continuing efforts are 
being made during the latter part of 1982 and into 1983, to record received signal levels on a number of 
diversity arrangements. 

4. PROPAGATION STATISTICS FOR SABLE TO SEAVIEW ON 142.605HMz, VERTICALLY POLARIZED, VS SURFACE WEATHER  

A preliminary attempt has been made to correlate the observed propagation on the Sable to 
Seaview path with the available surface meteorological or "met" data. In particular, only two features 
of propagation will be examined: noticeabl'e attenuation, marked by relatively gradual ,transitions; and 
enhancements, marked by relatively sudden transitions. For example, the "data panel" (Fig. 7) for May 1 
note the pronounced attenuation (gradual) during the early part of the day, tak,ing into account the 'fact 
that the charts for Seaview and Arichat are associated with FM receivers (limiting occurs above 10 

' microvolts). The "data panel" for May 11, (Fig. 8) on the other hand, exhibits a sudden enhancement, 
again, during the early part of the day. 

In attempting to correlate.  propagation  behaviour with surface "met" data, it should be noted 
that the "met" data could, perhaps, be of limited significance. For example, on Sable Island, the "met" 
data is gathered at a point approximately 1.5km east of the beacon site, whereas the propagation path of 
interest is to the west and presumably depends on "met" factors in the line of the path. Similarly,, for 
the Canso Straits area, the 'met"  data  is Obtained at Eddy Point, which is approximately 30km transverse 
to a line joining Sable and Seaview, and approximately 20km transverse to a line joining Sable and 
Arichat. For the Halifax area, the "met" data from Shearwater represents conditions approximately 2km 
transverse to a line joining Sable and SMU. Of the three cases, only the last one represents a relevant 
sampling of the surface "met" conditions along the acutal propagation path. However, even in this case, 

' the data is less then ideal as the met date is collected near one end of the path -. Therefore the - - 
surface "met" data for Sable Island may not always appear to correlate with the propagation from Sable 
because the propagation is presumably determined to a large extent by the "met" conditions west of the 
antennas; in particular, it is presumed that the conditions near the water from the Island to the 
horizon are the dominant factors. Hence, any discontinuity in propagation may or may not be accompanied 
by a discontinuity in the Sable  Island  "met" conditions measured, and may not necessarily exist in the 
exact line of the path. 
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With these preliminary considerations in mind, an examination of the data panels for May, June, 
July(part), and October, suggests that there is no clear-cut correlation between the-propagation data 
recorded and the "met" data obtained. Occasionally, however, there is correlation, such as for June 20 
(Fig 9). Here, there is a correlation between rain on Sable Island and gradual attenuation at all three 
receiving sites. Since there is no concomitant precipitation reported at either Eddy Point or 
Shearwater, then it would appear that precipitation at the beginning of the path is the significant 
factor. 

If the sudden enhancements are examined, such as for early and later parts of June 20, there 
appears to be no corresponding discontinuity in the "met" data at any of the sites, except perhaps the 
discontinuity in "cloud amount" and "cloud ceiling" for Sable and Shearwater. However, even here, the 
correlation exists (perhaps) for the discontinuity in the early part of the day, but does not exist for 
the discontinuity towards the end of the day. 

Examining the data for May 11 (fig. 8), sudden enhancements again occur: in the early part of 
the day-for all four monitors, and the later part of the day for the 3 monitors in the Seaview-Arichat 
area. There is perhaps some correlation between the first enhancement and the "cloud ceiling/cloud 
amount" data for Sable, but similar discontinuities in "cloud ceiling/cloud amount" for Sable later in 
the day are not accompanied by enhancements. Regarding attenuation effects, which begin around IOAM in 
the Seaview/Arichat data and around IPM or so in the Halifax data, the only precipitation reported is a 
light rain in the Shearwater data; there is no rain reported at either Sable Island or Eddy Point. 

In general, and by way of a very tentative and approximate statement, it was observed that there 
is some correlation, for the four months in question, between precipitation at Sable'and gradual 
attenuation in propogation. Regarding the sudden enhancements, however, there appears to be no 
correlation whatsoever. These observations are made on the basis of a cursory visual examination of the 
original data panels. It is again noted that the "met" data represents "surface" weather conditions 
only. 

5. COMPARISON  OF SIGNALS FROM HORIZONTALLY AND CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS ON SABLE AT 147.950MHz  
AND 14 7 .850 1-1Hz R S • e experiment was per orme. te enable a preliminary look at the 
possibility of significant differences in fading between plane (horizontal) and circular polarization on 
the Sable to Halifax path. It should be noted that the channel involving'circular polarization 
consisted of one circularly polarized antenna: the one on Sable. The receiving antenna at.SMU on this 
•channel (147.850MHz) was horizontally polarized, it being assumed that this arrangement would give seme 
indication of a difference between the two channels. It is also being assumed that the difference in 
frequency between the two channels is net significant for this test. 

• 
The experiment, consisting of some 20 observations, each of approximately 5 minutes duration, 

and these observations were made during the latter part of April and, the early part of May, 1981. In 
general, it was observed that.there was a noticeable difference between the two channels in terms of 
fading behaviour, and that the signal from the circularly polarized antenna on Sable had noticeably less 
fading associated with it than the signal from the horizontally polarized sourde; Continuous recording 
of circular polarized signals will begin in late 1982. 

6. COMPARISON OF SIGNALS ON VHF AND UHF ON THE SABLE TO HALIFAX PATH.  Experimehts to compare 
VHF(147.9501-lHz) and UHF(431.950MHz) reception on the Sable to Halifax path have also been conducted. 
Horizontal polarization was used_on both channels. 

The experiment compared the signal strength at SMU for both channels, and represents reception 
at antennas located within a couple of meters of each other. In addition, some further data was 
obtained at various times during the winter of, 1981-2; some of this data is in the form of chart 
recordings, and some as occasional listening tests. 

In general, it has been observed that the UHF signal has been more intense and noticeably less 
marked by "Type A" fast fading than the VHF signal. This was especially apparent during the winter, 
during which time the VHF signal at SMU was not detectible, whereas the UHF signal was almost always 
detectible. There is a difference in antenna gains which might account for much of the difference in 
intensity. However, this does not account for all of the difference observed. UHF monitoring and 
recording of results will be increased in 1982-83 with additional paths being established and monitored 
over a long term. 

7. CONCLUSIONS  

On the basis of these observations, it is conculded that there is a marked seasonal  dependence 
of signal strength on VHF between Sable and the Canso Straits area, going from almost 100% usability in 
the summer months, to perhaps 50% in the winter. A "worst case" average value for the year appears to 
be in the order of 75%. If account is taken of the fact that most of the fades are relatively fast, (1 
second or so in duration), then the average value for the year could possibly be as high as 85%. This 
value is predicted on single-channel reception, i.e. without diversity. 

It could be concluded that fast-fades on VHF for the Sable to Seaview/Arichat path show 
noticeable dependence on geographical separation, antenna height, and some combination of frequency and 
polarization. Hence, a multi-channel receiver system, in a diversity configuration, should show a 
marked decrease in fast-fading in the combined system. Reliability during the summer approaches 100%. 
Annual reliability could exceed 95%. 

16-4 
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On the basis of these observations and surface weather it can be concluded that the available 
surface weather data shows no correlation with the propagation data, especially in reference to sudden 
enhancements in signal level. There could be, however, some non-insignificant correlation with 
precipitation (as reported for the surface), but a more detailed analysis of the "data panels" is 
required and is being continued. Presumably, given the relatively large geographical area, there could 
be precipitation events (localized) along the propagation paths which would not be observed at the 
weather-report sites. 

In reference to possible dependence on linear polarization, the VHF data for the Sable to Canso 
Straits path does not exhibit any readily discernable difference. The comparison; of course, is 
complicated by the fact that the two MIT receivers are accessed after  limiting. Hence, on the basis of 
the recorded data, polarization is not a major concern. It should be noted, however that the data is 
begin examined in such a way that short-term depolarization effects--in the order of a few 
seconds--would not be apparent in the course of a cursory examination of the data. Hence,•
depolarization could be present, but on a very short time-scale. Circular Polarization appears to offer 
some improvement over linear or plane polarization. 

Concerning VHF compared with UHF, it could be concluded that UHF on the Sable to Halifax path 
is also less prone to fast-fading than is the VHF. The UHF performance appears as good as VHF and is 
now being recorded over a long term over two paths. 

8. RECOMMEDATIONS FOR CONTINUED STUDY  

1. Continue data acquisition on VHF for the Seaview, Arichat, and Halifax sites, to obtain improved 
statistics. 

' 2. Undertake a more detailed analysis of the available data to obtain some quantitative indication of 
the correlation between discontinuities in propagation and discontinuities in surface weather. 

3. Obtain upper-atmosphere data for 1981 (especially the summer) for the Sable Island area, with a 
view to correlating temperature inversions with sudden enhancements in propagation. 

4. Perform more detailed observations on possible depolarization events on both VHF and UHF. 
5. Obtain vertical-profile weather data on the west end of Sable Island to enable detailed discussion 

of "duct-assisted" propagation over the Sable to Nova Scotia mainland path. 
6. Monitor diversity systems to determine extent of fast-fade compensation. 
7. Measure time occurrences of A, B and C type signals in an attempt to correlate occurrences of each 

type with potential controlling mechanisms, and upper air weather correlation. 
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Figure 2:  Coast-line features of the Seaview-Arichat area, and location of antenna sites. 
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Figure 3: General features of the west end of Sable Island 
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Figure 9:  June 20/81 data panel 


